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HISTORICAL APPROACH TO TITICUT
Maurice Robbins

FOREWORD

territory about Titicut. Mr. Ralph Davol or
Taunton, a man in his eighties who walked
rrom old COhannet over the Rhode Island Path
to Titicut severai times to sit with us beneath the trees by the Titicut River and UUk
about those times when Indians roamed the
land, helped more than he knows to develop
this paper. To him we are indebted ror the
note about the town or Tetecut in England.

The writer is rully aware that there is
much controversial material in this discussion or historic events and land transactions.
There are many possible interpretations other
than those arrived at here. Many, rar more
able, historians have written many volumes
about this place and period, and they are, by
no means, in agreement.
Herein has been included all or the data
available to the writer which seemed pertinent but, in the interest or qravity, much or
interest has been passed by.

We owe a special debt to Mr. Charles S.
Sherman or Plymouth, a man most ramiliar
with the ancient records or his home town,
but more than that, a man with such an intimate understanding or the ways 'o r the Pilgrims that his councils are or more value
than a hundred books. He spent many hours
in carerully retracing the route or Winslow
and Hopkins rrom Plymouth to Pokonoket,
checking the mileage and observing the agreement between geography and the observations
or WinslOW. Originally convinced that the
route was directly by the Rhode Island Path
to Pokonoket and not by the way or Titicut,
he concluded a rinal letter with this note "so lIm going to let you decide if they did
or did not detour to Titicut, as that route,
at the present time, looks most promising."

Most or the source material has been
drawn rrom the original records or Plymouth
Colony, some has come rrom the secondary
writers, from Gookin who wrote in the early
seventeen hundreds to Bowen writing ' in nineteen rorty-five.
We have prorited much by correspondence
and conversation with many interested persons
in Bridgewater, Middleboro, Taunton, and
Plymouth. We are especially indebted to Mrs.
Zlla Van Steenburg and Mr. William H. Taylor
or North Middleboro who loaned us several
ancient and hard to get town histories and
gave or their personal knowledge of the
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INTRODUCTION

This historical study or the area in
which the Indian site which we have chosen to
call Titicut is located was undertaken with
three purposes in mind. It was desired to
establish an end date ror the historic indian
occupation or the area. to determine, ir
possible, the political arri1iation or the
later inhabitants, and to justiry our use of
the term Titicut as a name ror the site.
To this end a carerul examination has
been made or primary and secondary records
and such other literature as was available
which concerned the area in general. It

soon became apparent that the accuracy or
the study would depend upon a proper interpretation or these ancient records and that
this interpretation would be valid only ir
it were made in the light or contemporary
customs. If one is to understand fully the
records or colonial Plymouth one must divest
the mind or many modern concepts and reconstruct the atmosphere or the seventeenth
century. The present concepts or land
tenure must be rorgotten and it must be remembered that, whereas modern land bounds
are determined by the use of precision instruments, these were not available to our
predecessors.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN TITLES TO NEW ENGLAND LAND

PRIMARY TITLES IN N1j:W ENGLAND
During the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. various European countries assumed
title to land in America by right of disco~y
and exploration. On the basis of voyages
along the Atlantic coastline, or. in some few
instances an incipient exploration for a short
distance up some of the major rivers, by her
nationals or by persons r1ying her flag, England made claim to all or the land in North
America between the rortieth and rorty-eighth
parallels "from 's ea to sea." (1)
Although rul1y aware that this territory
was the domain or many groups or aboriginal
people. the proprietary rights or such inhabitants were completely ignored in the granting
or vast areas or territory to various persons
and corporations who were encouraged to occupy
it in the name of the Crown. It is probable
that the ministers or the King were well aware
that the question or aboriginal rights would
eventually arise but chose to pass it along
to those who would be obliged to deal with it
directly. For their own part they brushed
the matter lightly aside. justifying their
action by asserting that, unless people actually made USIl or land in a manner similar
to that usual in Europe, no such right existed. There was also the curious thought that
unless a person were a Christian he had no
right to land anyway.
The primary titles to the area in which
we are interested were derived rrom crown or
England between 1578 and 1622. In the rormer
year a charter was granted to Sir Humphrey
Gilbert. which authorized him to discover and
1.

Prologue to New England - Howe.

take possession of such remote and barbarous
lands as were not actually in the possession
of any other Christian prince or people. At
a later date this charter was renewed to Sir
Walter Raleigh in nearly the same terms. No
permanent settlements were made under this
charter.
The rirst permanent English settlements
on this continent were made under a charter
granted in 1606 by King James I to Sir
Thomas Gates and others. This grant included
those territories in America "lying on the
seacoast between the thirty-rourth degree or
north latitude and the forty-rourth degree
or north latitude, and which be10ngeth to
the Crown or were not then in the possession
or any other Christian Prince or People."
Upon their own request the grantees were
divided into two companies. The rirst or
southern colony was directed to settle between the thirty-rourth and rorty-rirst
parallels or north latitude; and the second
or northern colony. between the thirty-eighth
and rorty-rirth parallels.
Arter a not too successrul and rather
expensive attempt at rounding a settlement
had been made, a new and much more inclusive
charter was granted in 1609 by the Crown to
the rirst or southern colony. This charter
granted to the "Treasurer and Company or
Adventurers or the City or London for the
rirst colony in Virginia." in absolute property the lands extending along the seacoast
rour hundred miles and into the lands "rrom
sea to sea." This charter was later annulled,
so rar as the rights or the company were concerned. by the judgment or the , Court of
King's Bench upon a writ or "quo warrento;"
but the whole erfect allowed by this judgment
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was to revest in the Crown the powers or
the name or the Governor, W~lliam Bradford.
government and title to the lands within its
This grant derines the territorial limits or
limits.
the colony and, as the patent or grant under
which all secondary grants issued in Plymouth
In 1620, upon petition or those who
Colony were made, is worth repeating here:
held the original grant or 1606 to the nort~ "The Council ror New England, in Consideraern colony, another new and enlarged charter
tion that William Bradrord and his associates
was granted to the Duke or Lennox and others, have, ror these nine years, lived in New
who were called the Plymouth Company, as
England and have planted a town called Newmany or them came rrom the vicinity or PlyPlymouth, at their own charges; and now seemouth, England. This charter conveyed to
ing, by the special Providence or God, and
them all or the lands between the rortieth
their extraordinary care and industry, they
have encreased their plantations to near
and rorty-eighth parallels, a hundred miles
up into the country. (2)
three hundred people, and are, on all occasions, able to relieve any new planters, or
The English who settled at Plymouth on
others or his Majestie's subjects, who may
Massachusetts Bay were most rortunate in
ra11 on the coast, thererore seal a patent
their selection or a site as the area was,
to the said William Bradrord, his heirs,
Associates, and Assigns, or all that part or
at the time, devoid or inhabitants. They
were thus enabled to establish themselves
New-England between Cohasset River1et towards
without interrerence and to deal with the
the north, and Narrhaganset River towards the
problem or aboriginal property rights at
south, the Western Oceon towards the east,
their leisure. In the "Journal or a Plantaand between a straight line directly extendtion," rirst printed in 1662, and in abing up into the main land towards the West,
breviated rorm in Samuel Purchas' "Pilgrims"
to the utmost bounds or a country called
(Book 10, Chapter 4) occurs the ro110wing
Pacanokit, alias Sawamset, Westward, and anpassage which accounts ror the absence or
other like straight line extending directly
the natives: "He (Samoset) told us that the
rrom the mouth or Cohasset River towards the
place where we now live is called Patuxet,
West, so rar into the main land Westward, as
and that, about rour years ago, all the inthe utmost limits or the said Pacanokit or
habitants died or an extraordinary plague,
Sawamset extend; As also all that part or
and there is neither man, woman, or Child,
New-England between the utmost limits or
remaining as indeed we have found none to
Capel'secont or Comascecont, which adjoins to
hinder our possession or lay. claim to it."
the River Kennebek, and the ralls or Negumke,
with the said River itse1r, and the space or
However, by selecting this uninhabited
rirteen miles on each side, between the
area, the colonists had settled in the
bounds abovesaid, with all Pe~ogatives, ri~,
territory or the second Plymouth-Virginia
royalties, jurisdictions, privileges, rrancompany, and by so doing the patent or grant
chises, liberties, and immunities; and also
under which they had set out had become void. Marine Liberties, with the Escheats and
In this dilemma the colonists turned to a
Casualties there or (the Admiralty JurisdicMr. John Pierce in England, whose name had
tion excepted) with all the Interest, Right,
been used in trust in their rirst patent,
Etc. which the said Council have, or ought
to solicit the Grand Council ror Plymouth
to have thereto; with the liberty to trade
and the Court or England ror a proper patent
with the natives, and rish on the seas adto the area in which they had founded their
joining. And it shall be 1awrul1 ror them
colony. On June 1, 1621, a patent was grant- to incorporate themselves, or the people
ed to John Pierce and his associates in trust there inhabiting, by some rit Name or Title,
for the company. This Patent was probably
with Liberty to them and their Successors,
brought over on the Fortune and the original, to make Orders, Ordinances, and Constitutions,
engrossed on parchment, is in the possession
not contrary to the Laws or England, ror
or the Plymouth Historical Society. (3) A
their better Government, and put the same
copy was printed in the Massachusetts Hisexecution, by such Orricers as he or they
torical Society collections, Series 4, Vol.
shall authorize and depute; and, ror their
sarety and Derence, to encounter, by rorce
III, p. 156, 1854. A second patent was
granted on April 26, 1622, also to John
or arms, by all means, by Land and Sea, seize
Pierce, this patent was given up by him on
and make a Prize or all who attempt to inthe same day and a revised version, called
habit or trade with the savages within the
a Deed Poll, was made out to John Pierce for
limits or their Plantations, or attempt Inhimse1r, his heirs, and associates and asvasion, Detriment, or annoyance to their said
signs rorever. Apf.arently Pierce had visions .Plantations, ••••• " Mr. Hubbard says that
or himselr as the 'Lord or Plymouth" but
this Patent was obtained by the help or the
later setting out ror the New World and being Earl or Warwick and Sir Ferdinando Gorges,
driven back by rurious winds he gave up his
with a Conrirmation rrom the King.
design and assigned his patent to the Company
ror rive hundred pounds. The colonists next
SECONDARY GRANTS
sent Mr. Edward Winslow to England to obtain
the desired patent which he secured and
Raving secured a satisractory title to
brought back to Plymouth in New England in
the land upon which they had settled, the
March or 1623. This patent was secured in
Plymouth colonists now considered a method by
which they could issue secondary grants to
corporations set up by themselves intended to
2. Bureau of American Ethnology, Vol. 18, p. 157.
extend and increase the English holdings in
1. Chas. S. Sherman - Letter, January 1950.
New England.
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signed to protect the common good and
Previously, in March of 1621 they had
occasionally made use of this retained power.
entered into a treaty of friendship and
For example, we find the Gene~al Court of
peace with Massasoit (Ousamequin) Sac~em of
Plymouth in part revoking a grant of lands
the Wampanoags in whose country they had
settled. A perusal of this first treaty does at Mattacheese or, as it was afterwards
better known, Yarmouth, on the ground that
not reveal any distinct purchase of land but
the territory in question had not been fully
the following extract from "Holme's Annals"
occupied. It was accordingly enacted that
indicates that the Sachem did give them a
the settlers who had actually taken up the
defini te amount of land: "The new Plymouth
lands should continue to enjoy them, but that
associates, by the favor of the Almighty,
the township should not be allowed any furbegan the colony in New England, at a place
ther distribution.
called by the natives, Apaum, alias Patuxet,
all the lands being void of inhabitants, we
Gradually this New England system dethe said John Carver, William Bradford,
veloped into a form greatly resembling the
Edward Winslow, William Brewster, Isaac
English manor syst,em. Part of the land was
Allerton, and the rest of our associates,
granted in lots, a part was left in pasture
entering into a league of peace with Massaas a joint possession of the people of the
soit, since called Woosamequin, Prince or
township, and a part was to be tilled in
Sachem of these parts; he, the said Massas oit
common. The obtaining of a grant from the
freely gave them all the lands adjacient to
General Court at Plymouth by a corporation
them, and their heirs forever."
was not considered to give actual title to
The governing power at Plymouth was ves
the land. It was enacted by the Court that
no person or corporation could purchase, or
ed in the Governor and the General Court.
From 1620 to 1624, the Governor had but one
accept as a gift, lands from the Indians
assistant but was in the habit of calling
without first obtaining this grant and afterinto council the several elders of the col~ ward making a purchase and obtaining a deed
from the aboriginal owners. Thus there were
In 1625 they chose five Assistants and in
16" the number was increased to seven. The two steps in obtaining land under the PlyGovernor and these Assistants constituted
mouth system. First, a petition must be presented to the General Court describing the
the General Court until such time as additional townships were created, whereupon the~ lands desired and praying that body to aptoo, were empowered to send delegates to this point a committee to view it, draw up a proper deed, and grant the right to make the
General Court. (4) This General Court of
purchase. Secondly, after the grant from the
Plymouth had both legislative and judiciary
Co~t was obtained, the purchase was made
powers. The territorial rights of the New
from the' Indians. All of the land in New
England township, which were originally deEngland, with the exception of the original
termined by this Court, are most important
to this study and we' will examine them quite
township of Plymouth which, as we have seen,
was given to the colonists by Massasoit, was
closely.
acquired through this method.
In Virginia, the Governor and his counThis procedure would, at first glance
cil, as representatives of the Crown, made a
tract of land over to an individual for life, seem to be a just and equitable one, espaying a quitrent. The right of aboriginal
pecially when compared to the high-handed
methods in vogue in some of the other colonownership being quite ignored and, if extinguished at all, this was accomplished by
ies. Indeed, those who conceived and used
right of conquest, bloodless or otherwise.
the pr,o cedure sincerely considered it so. A
In Maryland and the Carolinas the same proletter written by Mr. Winslow in 1676 clearcess took place with this important differly expresses his feeling in the matter. Mr.
ence, that the grant was made, not by the
Winslow says: "I think I can clearly say
Crown, but by the Proprietors.
that, before these present troubles broke
out (Phi~lip's War) the English did not posIn New England grants were made by the
sess one foot of land in this colony but
goverpment of the colony to a corporation
what was fairly obtained by honest purchase
and not to an individual, except in the case
of the Indian proprietors. We made a law
that none should purchase or receive as a
of some few of the "early comers" who were
deemed to have certain rights not applicable
gift land from the Indians without the knowto later colonists. It was from the corpora- ledge of the Court. And, lest they be
tion that the individual obtained his rights. straightened, we 'o rdered that Mount Hope,
Pocasset, and several other necks of land in
Nor was this corporate claim a mere technithe colony, because most suitable and concality similar to the doctrine that the soil
venient for them, should never be bought out
of England belongs to the Crown and that all
estates in land are derived from that source. of their hands."
The New England township was a landholder,
There are, however, other interpretausing its position for the corporate good,
tions of this policy which sought to guaranand watching with jealous eyes over the
origin and the extension of individual rights tee certain "most convenient" lands to the
Indians. A ' glance at Map , will show the
At the same time the General Court of Plyresult of that policy and the objections
mouth'did not abandon wholly its rights upon
the granting of land to the corporation. It
from an Indian point of view. By this means
the Indians of Plymouth and Bristol coUnties
withheld a sort of proprietary interest dewere eventually confined to several necks of
4. !lli.
land, to the westward at Sowama, south of
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Swansea, the long narrow strip west of DartSowams held out until the arrival of a relief
mouth and east of Freetown, and tiny Assonet
party under Captain Myles Standish. (5)
Neck south of Taunton (Cohannet) Purchase.
Thus the several Indian frontiers of the old
Having considered the English viewpoint
colony were short and discontinuous, the
with regard to aboriginal rights to this
longest being the Freetown-Dartmouth bound.
great tract of territory placed at their disposal by the Crown and seen the method by
It must not by any means be assumed that which they proposed to extinguish these righm,
the entire area which the English had purlet us, for a moment, consider the Indian
chased was completely occupied by them prior
concept as best it can be reconstructed from
to 1675 nor that the Indians were forced to
their reaction to English occupation.
restrict all their activities, such as hunting, to the Indian-owned lands. Except for
ABORIGINAL PROPERTY CONCEPTS
the English towns, the Indians travelled at
will over the entire territory and they were
As far as can be determined there is no
seldom molested if they chose to camp tempodirect statement extant concerning the Indian
rarily near some favorite fishing or fowling
concept of land tenure in New England. There
place within the purchased lands. On the
seems to have been a consciousness that cerother hand, the English sometimes trespassed
tain lands belonged to family groups and
upon the Indian lands still in their possesthrough them to certain dominant tribes or
sion. Witness two instances in which this
sachems. The Indian, because of the type of
was done with the express permission of the
culture which ho possessed, did not occupy
General Court. (Pl~outh Colony Records,
land in the same manner as the English, and
Vol. III, p. 177) 'December 7, 1647. At a
which occupation they deemed necessary to
court held at Plymouth it is voted that
establish ownership. His villages were
whereas the inhabitants of Rehoboth desire
located at certain places convenient to him
to make use of about one hundred acres of
but were, for the most part, temporary in
marsh, which they call new meadows, lying on
character. There were fertile areas where
the west side of Sowams river, leave is
he planted his corn and other spots where he
granted to them to make use of it until a
repaired at the proper season of the year to
plantation be settled at Sowams." Reference
hunt, fish, or gather shell fish. Other
to Map .3 will show this "one hundred acres
than that it was most necessary that the virof marsh land," to have been within the limllB gin forests remain undisturbed as shelter for
of the township of Swansea, which was not
the game upon which the Indian depended largepurchased from the Indians until 1667, some
ly for food.
twenty years later. (Plymouth Colony Records,
Contemporary historians tell us that
Vol. II, p. 120) "Mr. Brown is allowed to
make use of the pieces of marsh land lying
there were three dominant tribes within the
within the fence upon the neck of land which
area under consideration at the beginning of
the Indians are possessed of and inhabit,
European colonization: the Massachusetts,
which do not belong to the town of Rehoboth,
in the northern part of the area, around the
without molestation of Rehoboth, such use to
Blue Hills; the Wampanoags, in southeastern
continue until such time as there be a planMassachusetts, about Narragansett Bay, southtation by us at Sowams." It is interesting
ern Massachusetts Bay, and on Cape Cod; and
to note that "molestation" on the part of
the Narragansetts, on the western shore of
inhabitants of Rehoboth was specifically for- Narragansett Bay and west of the Blackstone
bidden but that no mention is made of any
River. If we will think of these three
possible retaliation on the part of Indians
Indian groups as sources of political influbecause of this trespass upon lands that they ence rather than as organized governments,
not only owned but inhabited. Apparently
as we are prone to do, recognizing that at
Mr. Brown had even fenced off the land he
best they were unstable governments whose
proposed to use although he did not own nor
composition was subject to frequent and
propose to purchase it. Brown seems to have
radical cha~ge, we will come close to an
been on very friendly terms with the Indians. accurate evaluation of the real situation.
Daggett, in his History of Attleboro, tells
From these three sources a sort of political
us that Brown was a blacksmith and that he
influence radiated, meeting at a line of
points dependent upon the relative strength
repaired guns for the Indians. As late as
at the moment of the source. These lines of
1675, the Brown family was considered in a
friendly manner by Phillip (Metacom) who sent influence would then delineate the boundaries
an Indian to warn them of approaching hostiof the three groups. These bounds would conlities, saying "hi>! I'ather had told him to
sist of bands, rather than lines, probably
rather broad bands, representing an area in
take care for Mr. Brown." He advised Brown
which the radiating influences merged and
to move his family to Plymouth while he
(Phillip) could yet control his young men.
within which political loyalties might be
uncertain and divided. This condition would
Even as early as 1632, English were
and did result in considerable confusion as
to the limits of tribal lands, but aside fram
living at ~owams in Indian territory. In
April of that year the feud between the
an occasional clash, the question of bounds
Wampanoags and the Narragansetts broke out
did not become acute until the land suddenly
into open warfare. The Narragansetts crossed acquired value as a saleable asset. I do
the bay and attacked the Indian village at
not suppose that, prior to 1620, there were
Sowams, home of the sachem Ousamequin. The
any land sales in southern New England or
sachem and his followers fled to Plymouth
5. Sachems of the Narragansett - Chapin. P. 12.
for safety, but three English residents of
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that such a concept was ever entertained by
it.
an Indian. The individual ownership or land
and the right to rorbid trespass was a most
At best the English were very un£amiliar
abstract and difficult idea to the native
with the geography or this new country: the
occupants and, when con£ronted with it, he
positions of rivers, swamps, ponds, and lakes
seems to have seized upon the occupancy priwere but vaguely known; distances were great,
vilege as the saleable aspect rather than
and their judgment in relation to them was
the actual soil itself. Under such a confaulty. Then too, they had no precision incept many transactions were possible which
struments with which to run lines or to dewere contrary to English law and understandtermine angles. When one could not take
ing. The Indian, ror example, could, under
advantage or some natural bound, such as an
his concept, sell the same tract of land to
Indian trail, or a brook or river, it was
as many persons as it seemed reasonable to
most difficult to layout a straight line
believe the area could support. Also the
between two distant points. Land was paced
sale price of the land would be small as it
orf in the earliest of deeds, at a later
could be sold so many times over, which may
date the surveyor1s chain, consisting of
explain some of the relatively small sums
sixty-one links, each one root in length,
paid to Indians. This type of sale was enwas used. Finally the seventeen-foot rod
couraged in the early days of the colony.
came into general use. These implements
As the English were rew in numbers and could
served well in the open, where one could see
not occupy the immense tracts of land they
both pOints, but where trees and swampy spots
were purchasing, the illusion rlourished
intervened to prevent the surveyor from
travelling in a straight line, where stations
that occupancy rather than land was the obwere miles apart and the line must pass
ject. It was only when English occupanc7
increased and the right of trespass was dethrough broken country, they were most diffinied to the Indian that he began to realize
cult and inaccurate tools. We then must
that the English held a different concept
approach this task of consolidation with a
realization that we must not expect too great
than his in regard to land tenure.
a harmony between existing records and we
It seems quite possible that the Indians must be ready to erfect a compromise when a
looked upon this little band or settlers at
conflict arises.
Plymouth as a wandering group and, having no
real understanding or Europe and its teeming
PURCHASES OF 1637
population, did not think o£ them as the advance guard of a movement which might grow
At the beginning to 1637 the two planto such proportions as to threaten their own
tations of Plymouth on Massachusetts Bay and
existence as an independent people.
the Providence Plantations, at the head of
Narragansett Bay, faced each other across a
One can detect three stages in the
wide expanse of land o\~ed and occupied only
negotiations ror the transfer of lands betw
by Indians. This intervening territory was
1620 and 1674. At first the Indians were
called the "Great Plains," later the "RehOwilling and anxious to sell the right of coboth Plains." Early in the year the townoccupancy, as they supposed, to their new
ship of Duxbury was set off to the north of
rriends and neighbors, second there developed Plymouth and the peculiarly shaped tract of
a stage in which the Indian had began to
land called the Teticut or Poole Purchase
realize, in a dim sort of way, that something (Map No.1) was granted by the general Court
at Plymouth and purchased from the Indians.
was amiss, and became reluctant to dispose
of rurther territory, and finally came comGovernor Winslow says in his Journal, "This
year a plantation was begun at Teaticutt, by
ulete realization of what the sale or land
to the English actually meant to him and his
a gentlewoman, an ancient maid, [she was
way or life. It was now too late, the
thirty-five years of age at the time] one
Indian no longer owned sU£ficient territory
Mrs. Poole. She went thither and endured
for him to exist in his primitive culture.
much hardship and lost much cattle." Tw re
seems to be no deed extant for this purchase
The result, quite naturally, was an attempt
to recover that which the Indian considered
but a confirmatory deed is recorded under
himself deprived or under raIse pretences,
date of June 20, 1686, in which Josiah alias
but which his military power did not allow
Charles states that Mrs. Poole bought the
lands or "the right owners thereof and paid
him to accomplish.
for it." As this Josiah, alias Charle s, was
SURVEYING DIFFICULTIES
a descendant of Chicakataubut, a Massachusett
sachem, it seems that this was considered by
Charles to have been a part of the tribal
In addition to the problem or devising
a legal method or extinguishing aboriginal
lands. This tract of land purchased by ~~s.
title to land and conferring it upon townPoole and her associates was sometimes called
the "Titicut Purchase," not because it was
ships and individuals, the colonists were
faced with the problem of surveying and
bought or the Indians residing there, but
bounding the tracts which were to be acquired from the fact that it was within the bounds
Ir one is to map the progress or these puror the original Indian reservation, which had
chases and consolidate them into the rinal
been conveyed to her and her associates betownships one must come to understand the
fore it had been reserved for the exclusive
language in which these ancient deeds are
use of the Indians. (6) This purchase lay to
written and appreciate the errors and misthe east or the Eight-Mile Square, as the
understandings inherent both in the actual
6. History of Middleboro - Weston.
surveying and in the language which describes
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Cohannet or Taunton Purchase was sometimes
to this land, which was signed by Ousamequin
called, and for some time had no definite
the Wampanoag, was destroyed by fire in 1838,
bounds. The easterly bound was established
so that we are forced to depend upon several
in 1663 as follows: "that the path that
subsequent records to establish the bounds.
goeth from Namasket to Assonet river be
Another difficulty exists with relation to
theire bounds on the southeast, and soe by a
this particular transaction in the several
line from thence to Baiting Brook a North
additional grants made froln 1643 to 1645 and
line till it meet with an opposite line call- a final quit-claim deed from William Bradford
ed the long square." (7) The Poole Purchase
(Major) which included the several previous
as shown on Map No. 1 was established by
grants. The several persons who drew up
first plotting the bounds of the Cohannet
these documents used many different descripPurchase on the west and the Indian Reservations and bounds, including some and leavine
tion on the east. The three Indian villages
out some used in other deeds. I have preshown to the west of the Poole purchase are
ferred, in this instance, to follow Bowen
the three main villages of the Namasketts,
(Richard Lebaron Bowen) and include not only
at Titicut in the north, Namasket, now Midd~ the original Eight-Mile-Square but the subboro, ana at Assawompsett Pond to the south.
sequent'additions even though they were added
(8) Still further south are the villages at
at a somewhat later date. (9) A map of the
Sippican and at Saconnet neck or Pocasset.
original purchase lnay be found in "Bristol
To the west lie the Indian towns of Assonnet
County" by the Boston History Company, 1899,
opposite page 216.
and old Anawon's town near Squannakonk swamp
(now Rehoboth) while to the southwest is the
main village of the Wampanoags at Sowams
The following report of the committee
appointed by the Court to establish the
(now Bristol, R. I.). The location of these
Indian towns is, of course, approximate.
boundaries of Cohannet in 1640 is included
below as a typical example of the type of
instrument common at the time: "The limits
PURCHASES OF 1638
and bounds of the town of Taunton, alias
tn the year following Mrs. Poole's Pur- Cohannet, within the government of Plymouth,
bowlded and ranged for length and breadth,
chase, a tract of land variously called the
Cohannet Purchase, Eight-Mile-Square Purchase, by order of the Court, by Miles Standish and
and 'faunton Purchase was granted and purJohn Brown, gentlemen, assistants in the
chased from the Indians. The original deed
government, the nineteenth day of June, anno
domini, 1640, in the XVI year of our sovere~
7. His tory of Bristol County.
9. Early Rehoboth - BOYlen, opp. p. 22.
8. History of Mic.dleboro - Weston, p. 1.
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Lord Charles, and etc., as follows, viz.,
Imprimis. From two marked trees near Asscnet,
a neck of land lying between Assonet and
them lying southerly, and from said marked
trees ranging east by south four miles;
ranging also from the extent of the four
miles north and by west; also from two marked trees near the Three Mile River, lying
southerly of Taunton, the range to run four
miles west and by north; and from the extent
of this last mentioned four miles, the range
to run north and by west eight miles; moreover from the extent of this eight mile
range, then the range to run on the east and
by south line to meet with the former expressed north and by west line upon a long
square; always provided, that if these ranges
do n~t take in a place of Schadingmore meadows, the said Schadingmore meadows to be
included as belonging to the aforesaid tovm
of Taunton, with one thousand acres of upland, near adjacient unto said meadows; provided, likewise that these lines do not entitle the said town of Taunton to intermed~
within two miles of Teightaquid - Signed
Miles Standish and John Brown. 1I (10)
In March of 1640 the Court granted to
Taunton additional meadow lands at Assonet,
in 1643 more meadow lands, with the proviso
IIProvided leave can be procured from
Ousamequin ll and in 1663 the southern boundary was established by an act of the General
Court. (11)
Ie. Plymouth Colony Court Records, Vol. II, p. 99.
11. ~ •• p.
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PURCHASES OF 1645
The remaining land between the Cohannet
Purchase and Providence Plantations was purchased from Ousamequin, sachem of Pokonoket
in 1645. There seems to have been at least
one Englishman living in this territol'Y, then
known by the Indian name of Seacunk, as early
as 1642. An entry in the Plymouth Colony
Records, Vol. II, p. 67, indicates that on
August 2nd of that year this Englishman took
an oath of allegiance to the King. A company
was formed at Weymouth in 1643, consisting
of the Rev. Samuel Newman and a large portion
of his congregation for the purpose of establishing a new settlement. They negotiated
the purchase of a large tract of land from
the Indians and in the spring of 1644 moved
themselves and their families to Rehoboth.
After establishing themselves they discovered that they were within the limits of Plymouth Colony and, upon petition to the
General Court at Plymouth, they were constituted a township, granted a right to their
purchase from the Indians, and adopted by
that colony. The boundaries of this original
purchase have also been taken from Bowen. (12)
The original Indian deed to Rehoboth is not
extant and the boundaries as shown in Map No.
2 were taken from Major Bradford's quitclaim
deed of 1689. The consummation of this purchase completed a frontier from Massachusetts
Bay westward to the southeastern bound of
Providence Plantations and effectually confined the Wampanoags to the necks of land
12. Early Rehoboth - Bowen, opp.

r.

22.
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southward from Plymouth Colony.
as he· held in his name under thd final Plymouth Patent in 1627-8. reserving to himself
PURCHASES OF 1652
and certain lIold comers" several particularly well situated tracts. (16) The procedure
A tract of land' called Dartmouth. Map
by which the {1rant of "ye freeman's land at
No.3. was purchased from the Wampanoag
Taunton River was obtained is a good illusIndians by thirty-four associates under a
tration of this distribution of these regrant from the General Court dated in March.
served areas. The usual method. set up so
1652. A description of the tract is in the
long ago by the General Court was followed.
Plymouth Court Grant but the bounds are
The "old comers" made choice of certain lands
rather indefinite. In part the grant reads
which they desired to purchase. the Court.
as follows: "'at a place or places commonly
upon payment of a sum of money. granted the
called and known by the name of Acushena
land to them with the proviso that they obalias Acquessent. which entereth at the
tain a deed from the Indian owners. The
western end of Weeckatay and to Coaksett.
grant for Freetown. which is recorded at Plyalias Acoakus. and places adjacent. to exmouth names a committee of four "'to search
tend three miles eastward of the most eastout and purchase the territory." (17) The
erly part of a river called Coaksett. lying
fo~ men named as a committee were Captain
on the west side of Point Pritt [now called
James Cudworth. Mr. Josias Winslow sen ••
Point Prill). and to the westernmost side of
~. John ~rnes, and Constant Southworth.
any branch of the aforesaid river. and to
The first two and the last of these men were
extend eight miles into the country." (13)
prominent in the annals of Plymouth having
In June of 1664, the township of Dartmouth
held several important offices and served on
was formally incorporated and in 1668 the
many such committees. Mr. John Barnes. the
Court established its bounds as shown on
third man. was a town character at Plymouth
Map No.3. Just how these bounds differ, if
and. until one follows the procedure of this
they do, from the original purchase can not
cOmmittee, one wonders why he was appointed
be now determined. A quitclaim deed from
to it. Barnes was a tavern keeper at PlyMajor William Bradford to the Town of Dartmouth and a confirmed user of the wares he
mouth, dated November 13, 1694. uses the
offered in his tap room. Entry after entry
bounds as we have shown them on our map. (14)
in the records of the court attest to the
misdemeanors which he committed while under
PURCHASES OF 1656
the influence. (18) However. the court. or
the purchaser"s. had a particular use for
In 1656. the inhabitants of Duxbury
John in thi~ ~nstance and he was placed on
were granted an extension to the westward to
the committee ,with that in mind apparently.
compensate them for lands which were taken
It seems that Wamsutta had made up his mind
from them on the north , and sranted to the
that he would not part with this land and
the "Old comers" were equally determined to
new town of Marshfield" (15) This wes!;ward
extension eventually included within it the
purchase it. They stood to make quite a
area in which is located the Indian site we
profit from this deal and they did not intend to allow a mere Indian to prevent them.
have chosen to call Titicut. As this transaction is of pirticular intere"s t and as it
As it eventually turned out. the cost per
is necessary to examine the variQus grants
share was 11 pounds ten shillings and entitland extensions in "detail. discus8ion of it
ed the holder to about a half square mile of
will be omitted at this poInt, ~~ " be taken
very fertile farm land which was afterward
up later in this paper.
sold at a _profit of "about 500 per cent.
PURCHASES OF 1657
The territory known today as Freetown
purchased from the Indians in 1657. and
the details of this transaction are quite
revealing. It is a good illustration of the
second stage in relations with the Indians
insofar as land purchases were concerned. in
which they had become somewhat reluctant to
part with additional land. It is significant
that Wamsutta, the elder son of Ousamequin.
was the sachem with whom the negotiations
were undertaken. The old sachem Massasoit
or Ousamequin. friend of the Pilgrims, had
surrendered the leadership of the Wampanoags
to his son and successor. who did not seem
to inherit the policies of his father. The
English were obliged to resort to subterfuge
to obtain deeds to the desired lands.
w~s

In 1640, Governor William Bradford
offered to surrender to the IIbOdr, of freemen
of the COlonz. when called upon. I such land
13. Plymouth Colony Record of Deeds, Book II. p. 107.
14. Bristol County Deeds. Vol. I, pp. 365-66-67.
15. Plymouth Colony Court Records, Vol. III. p. 118.

Barnes went to work immediately. Wamsutta. probably much to that worthy's surprise. became a favored customer at 'Barnes'
tavern at Plymouth. His credit was without
limit and his presence was not only welcomed
but was' encouraged. Wamsut ta came often and
stayed long. using his good fortune to the
limit. Finally Wamsutta. although still reluctant to sell the land. gave what amounted
to an option on it. to which is attached a
solemn statement to the effect that Wamsutta
was sober when he signed it. This option
was recorded at Plymouth and is entitled "A
Deed to be Recorded." (19) In this "so called deed ll the following statement occurs; III.
Wamsutta. am not willing at present to sell
all they doe desire ll but he promises that
when he does change his mind he "will sell to
the above named committee and that. in the
meantime. he will sell to no one else. A

16. Ibid •• p. 5.
17. Ibid •• p. 176.
18. Ibid •• Vol. II, pp. 56, 148; Vol. III, pp. 5, 22,
129, 159, 224; Vol. IV, p. 88.
19. ~., Vol. III, pt. I, p. 49.
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price is also agreed upon in this option.
Two years later, in 1659, a deed is finally
secured from Wamsutta, signed by him and his
wife, Tatapanum. A space was left for the
signature of Ousamequin and a seal attached
opposite, but the aged sachem failed to sign
i t . (20)
Immediately this deed was obtained the
former leniency shown to John Barnes by the
PlJ~outh Court ceased, and on October b,
1659, Barnes was haled before the Court, convicted, and sentenced "to bee disenfranchised
of his freedom of this colony for his frequent and abominable drunkenness." (21)
The boundaries of this purchase shown
on Map No. 3 are taken from this original
deed in the Plymouth Court Records.

1662
For some years prior to 1662 the proPURCHASES OF

bloclc1ng the possible extension of Rehoboth
in that direction. A deed was obtained from
Wamsutta, sachem of the Wampanoags, in 1662,
but only a portion of the land described in
this deed was confirmed to Taunton by the
Court. The purchase could not be considered
as final until a grant was obtained from the
Court, which was accomplished after some
difficulty in 1668. The definite bound of
the tract on the east, between it and BridgevIa ter, was not laid out for several years
after this and the northern bound was the
subject of dispute for nearly a hundred years.

(15)

PURCHASES OF

1667

The tovlnship of Swansea was incorporated
by order of the Plymouth Court in 1667 but
the territory from which it was taken seems
to have been purchased previously from the
Indians.

prietors of Taunton had agitated for an enl~rgement of their township.
The unoccupied
tract of land to the north had attracted
their attention, and they desired greatly to
annex it to their tOVlnship. However, a portIon of the land that they desired lay to
the 'north of Rehoboth Purchase, and the
Court declined to grant this to Taunton thus

As early as 1653, Ousamequin and Wamsutta deeded Sowams to the 1!;nglish (22) and
the tract known by the Indian name of Wannamoiset was purchased by men of Rehoboth on
December 20, 1645. (23) Still another tract,
known as the Shawomet Lands, was taken from
the Freeman's Purcha se and added to Swansea
at its incorporation. A religious argument

20. Plymouth Colony Record of Deeds, Vol. III, Pt. 1,

22. Plymouth Colony Record of Deeds, Vol. II, Pt. 1,
p. 78. Sowams Records, p. 8-9.
23. Plymouth Colony COlrrt Records, Vol. XII, p. 177.
Rehoboth Tovm Meetings, Book 1, p. 71.

p. 50. Rhode leland Land E:\-idencefl, Vol. I,
p. 176.
21. Plymouth Colony Court Records, Vol. III, p. 176.
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had arisen in the Rehoboth area between the
the writing under his own hand." It is
possible that the missing word just before
Baptists and the Congregationalists which
had resulted in several trips to the Plymouth the name Tuspaquin was "sonne" and that
Court. The new town became a haven for the
Tuspaquin, being the natural son of Pamantadisgrunt.led Baptists and served to push the
quash, signed the deeds to these purchases
for his aged father. However, as both of
English frontier further to the south. The
overt act which precipitated Phillip's War
these sachems were Wampanoag the resulting
in 1675 occurred within the bounds of Swanconfusion has no effect upon the tribal ownership of the lands. As mentioned above,
sea.
the two northernmost purchases, Twenty-3ix
PURCHASES OF 1669
Men's Purchase, and Purchade Purchase, were
granted by the Court and deeded to the
Although the Town of Middleboro was inEnglish by Wampatuck in 1661 and 1662. The
bound8J.'ies of these purchases were m8J.'ked by
corporated in 1669 as lI1iddleberry, it was
composed of several separate purchases made
oak and pine trees which have long since disappeared although one huge old oak was pointbetween 1661 and 1675. (24) These purchases
ed out to the writer some twenty years ago
were made in the usual manner, a grant being
first obtained from the Court and then a
as the turning point of one of these purchases. As an example of these deeds and in
deed being obtained from the Indian owners.
particular because the southern bound of
~here is one exception to this procedure and
Twenty-Six Men's Purchase is of more than
that was in the case of the Eight Men's Purchase. This tract appears to have been over- passing interest, the deed to this tract is
looked in the original scramble to purchase
inserted here in P8J.'t as follows: "A tract
Indian lands, but was claimed by the court
of land bounded as follows - From William
Hopkins his house in Lakenham, along the old
as conquered terri tory after Phillip's W8J.'
and was sold to a group of the inhabitants
Indian path; to the wading place at Namasket
River, namely all the land that lyeth boundof the town in 1696.
ed on the south side by the said path and on
Here in Middleboro we have, for the
the west side by the Namassaket river and on
the east side by the brooke at Tepikamicut
first time, a suggestion that the entire
on the north side and end to Wimabusksett
tract may not have been a part of the Wampanoag country. The two northern purchases,
brookes and the river that goes to Taunton;
bordering on the Taunton River were purchaood
that is to say all the land within the said
bounds." (26) This southern bound was along
from one Wampatuck, a direc~ descendant of
the lower path to Plymouth over which passed
Chickataubut, who is said by most authorimuch of the foot traffic between that town
ties, including Gookin and Drake, to have
and the south.
been the chief sachem of the Massachusetts
Indians, while the remainder of the township
was deeded to the English by Tuspaquin, a
Great Men's Purchase in 166" Little
Lot Men's Purchase in 1664 and Wood's PurWampanoag sub-sachem, who inherited the land
chase in 1667 were all made from Tuspaquin,
from the Pond Sachem. There is some confuthe northern boundary of two of these fursion between the time at which Tuspaquin benishing us with the route followed by the
came the sachem of this 8J.'ea and the dates
upper Plymouth Path, Map No.4.
at which he sold some of the land. (25)
Among the sub-sachems of the Wampanoags was
Five Men's Purchase was deeded in 1668,
Pamantaquash, or as he was familiarly known,
also by Tuspaquin, and consisted of the land
the Pond Sachem, whose domain was the country
situated between these two ancient trails.
ne8J.' the ponds (Assawompsett and Quiticus).
Twelve men's Purchase, to the south, was
~bout six years after Phillip became Chief
made in 1672, the deed being given by Tuspasachem, in 1668, this pond sachem, by an inquin and Manomapact. The last named Indian
strument which was recognized as binding by
appears only this once in the Plymouth rethe Plymouth Court, bequeathed the rulership
to Tuspaquin, the Black Sachem, a chieftain
cords, and as far as can be determined, there
is no clue in the literature as to his idenof great power and notoriety. The will was
written by Nathanial Morton, secretary of the tity.
colony, and Samuel Spray. It was as follows:
The two large tracts known as the South
"Witnesseth these presents, Pamantaquash,
the Pond Sachem, being weak in body, but of
Purchase and the Sixteen Shilling Purchase
perfect disposing mind and memory, declareth
were made in 167, and 1675 respectively, the
it to be his last will and testament concern- deed to the former being signed by Tuspaquin
alone, while in the deed to the latter tract
ing all his lands at Assawompsett, or elsehe was associated with his son William, the
where he is now possessed of that he would
same that is mentioned as Soquontamous, alias
after his decease leave unto his ---------William, in the will of Pa~amantaquash.
Tuspaquin, alias the Black 0achem, for his
life, and after the sd. Tuspaquin, his
Sixteen Shilling Purchase, which evendecease, unto Soquontamous, allias William,
tually became the tovmship of Lakeville, was
His sonne, and to his heirs forever, and dethe "hometown" of the Pond Sachems of which
sired several of his men that were there
Tuspaquin seems to have been the last.
about him to take notice of it and be witnessess of it, if he should not live to doe
The two remaining tracts of land within
24. Erockton Enterprise, March 31, 19L9. (I\rt.the area which became the town of Middlebor~
T. V. Deane)
26. ~ •
. 25.~.
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namely Eight Men's Purchase and the land to
the west adjoining the early purchase or
Mrs. Poole. and which had been reserved to
the use or the Indians. were not acquired by
the English until arter the Indian War.
THE DUXBURY GRANTS
We will now turn backward a bit to the
year 1644 and examine the grants and deeds
by which the territory was transferred which
eventually became the modern towns or Bridgewater. East and West Bridgewater, North
Bridgewater, and parts of the towns of Hanson
and Pembroke. In the southeastern part of
this territory. on the banks of the Taunton
River, is located the site which we have
called Titicut, and in which we are particularly interested, Map N0.5.
The several grants and deeds involved
are difficult to follow because of the amoigious language in which they are written
and also because of conflicts between them.
Also, a woeful lack of geographical knowled~e on the part of the English who drew
the deeds is most apparent. When the township of Marshfield was created, lying just
to the north of Duxbury on the North River.
a part of it was taken from that ancient
to\mship. Duxbury. feeling that they were
therepy entitled to an enlargement in compensation immediately petitioned the court
for "an extension to the westward." Under
date of March 1642, we find the following
Court order: "It is concluded upon by the
. Court, that the northerly bounds of Marsh-

PJ"tiu.-.J .

field shall be, from the rock that is flat
on top, to the North River, by · a northwest
line from Green's Harbor Fresh, to the tree
called Poole's and to take in Edward Bonpass'
land; provided that Duxbury have an enlargement beyond the Massachusetts Path, when
they have viewed it."
The inhabitants of Duxbury were not
satisfied with this mere reference to an enlargement for them and pressed the court for
a more explicit order. On August 16 1644,
we find this entry: "Upon the petitIon of
Duxbury men it is thought good by the Court,
that there be a view taken of the lands described by them, namely twelve miles up into
the woods from the Plymouth bounds at Jone's
River; and, if it prove not prejudicial to
the plantation to be errected at Teightaquid
(Titicut). nor to the meadows of Plymouth at
Winnytuckquett, (Winnituxet) it may be confirmed unto them; provided also the herring
and alewife river at Namassachusett shall be
equally between the two towns of Duxbury and
Marshfield. II
The following year the grant was made
and confirmed to them as follows: "1645,
The inhabitants of the town of Duxbury are
granted a competent portion of the lands
about Saughtuchquett (Satucket) towards the
west for a plantation for them, and to have
it four miles every way from the place where
they shall set up their center, provided it
entrench not upon Winnytuckquett, formerly .
granted to Plymouth. And we have nominated
Captain Myles Standish, Mr. John Alden,
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George Soule, Constant Southworth, John
and William Bret, to be £ee£oes, in
trust for the equal dividing and laying
£orth of the said lands to the inhabitants."

Ro~ers,

This is the usual pre-purchase grant,
intended only to speci£y the extent of and
transfer the right to purchase from the
Indians, and Captain Myles Standish, Samuel
Nash, and Constant Southworth, men skilled
in negotiations of this sort, vlere selected
by the committee to make the actual purchase.
Considerable difficulty has been encountered in determining the exact location
of the "center" chosen by the committee appointed by the Court to view the land. There
is no definite record by which one can be
absolutely sure of the spot but there are
several references to attempts by the court
to get a precise answer from the purchasers
in this re gard. One is £orced to depend
upon historians who £ail to document their
writings and to scaled measurements from the
r,resent bounds o£ the town. Mitchell says,
'The purchase and contract were said to have
been made and executed on a small, rocky
hill, anciently called Sachem's Rock, a
little south of Whitman's Mills, mere the
East Bridgewater manU£acturing establishment
now is, and near the house where Seth Latham
formerly lived.
The Indian name o£
the place was Wonnocoote. The weir, which
was made the central point of the purchase
was some distance above the present mills,
directly back of the late Deacon William
Harris' house ---- near the ancient fording

-,4
#".5'

place. The old weir ' was entirely over£lowed
by the new mill pond, and, of course, discontinued as a fishing place." (27) There is
now no hope of findinll the house where "Seth
Latham ,formerly lived nor the house of
Deacon William Harris, and the Indian name of
Wonnocoote has been lost long ago. However,
the location of the mill referred to and the
mill pond which is supposed to have flowed
over the precise point selected as the center
of the purchase was found and measurements
from that point check well with the present
bounds of the town. I have therefore assumed
that the small mill pond on the Satucket
river in East Bridgewater, near the junction
of Whitman and Plymouth Streets, is very cl~
to the ori~inal center of the Duxbury purchase.
On Map N0.5, the solid line nearest
the center represents the southern and western limits of the ori~inal four mile grant.
Turning to their old friend Ousamequin
(Massasoit) at Pokonoket, the committee
selected to make the purchase, obtained a
deed to more than cover the grant. The deed,
which is given here in full, was drawn by
Captain Myles Standish, and probably in order
to compensate for ~eo graphical error or to
provide for future extension, Was so written
as to cover a tract of land seven miles each
way from the center.

27. History of Bridgewa t er - Mitchell.
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A few months later the followin~ signiIIWitness these present, that I, Ousamequin,
ficant entry indicates that the Duxbury purSachem of the country of Pokonoket. have
chasers aclmowle dged the claims of the
granted, enfeefed, and sold unto Miles
friends of Wampatuck and took steps to satisStandish of Duxbury. Samuel Nash. and-Conby him: 11_ Josiah Wampatuck, sagamore of the
stant Southworth of Duxbury aforesaid; a
Massachusetts, and Nahatan, the sonne of
tract of land usually called Satucket. extending in length and breadth thereof as
JumpUlll. Cam to Plymouth the 7th of JtlIle 1650.
and there did testify, that the land, accordfolloweth. that is to say. from the wear at
ing to a draught in-the keeping of W~.
Satucket seven miles due east. and from the
said wear seven miles due west. and from the
F~therly and others, and the perticulars
said wear seven miles due north. and from
thereon specifyed, was the only pper lands
the said wear seven miles due south; the
of Chickataubut father of Josiah Wampatuck
aforesaid; and this hee aclmowledged before
which tract the said Ousamequin hath ~rante~
enfeofed. and sold unto said Miles Standish,
Captain Miles Standish, Mr. William Thomas,
and John Alden, Mr. F~therly and others with
Samuel Nash. and Constant Southworth. ---.him haue bought so much of the land mentionIn witness whereof I. the said Ousamequin.
have hereunto set my hand this 2,rd day of
ed of the said Josiah Wampatuck as concerned them to buy.1I (29)
March 1649
John Bradford

Witness the
Mark of
Wm. Ottway (alias Parker)

Ousamequin

In consideration of the aforesaid bargain
and sale we. the said Miles Standish -----do bind ourselves to pay unto the said
Ousamequin for and in consideration of the
said tract of land as followeth:
7 coats, a yard and a half in a coat
9 hatchets
8 hoes
MHes Standish
20 lmives
Samuel Nash
4 Moose skins
Constant Southworthll
10 and a half cotton
This deed from Ousamequin covers a
tract of land fourteen miles square rather
than eight miles square as granted by the
Court. a slight difference of one hundred
thirty-two square miles. The extent of this
deed is shown on Map No.5 by the broken-~
farthest from the center of the purchase.
This purchase encroached upon the Indian
lands at Titicut and Taunton or Cohannet
Purchase to the west. but still more interestingly. it covered a portion of the Middleboro purchases south of the Taunton River.
As we have previously seen. this land in the
northern IR rt of Middl eboro was claimed by
Wampatuck the 1~ssachusett and was later
sold by him to the inhabitants of Middleboro.
As soon as the sale became lmown to them the
Indians of Titicut made protest at the Fly.
mouth Court as follows: IIPecunke. AhivPUIIl.
Catscimah, Webacowett. and Masbanomett doe
all affirm. that Chickataubut his bounds did
extend from Nishamahoquanett. near Duxbury
mill to Teghtacutt. near Taunton. and to
Nunckatatesett (Nippenicket). and from thence
in a straight line to Wanamampuke. where is
the head of the Charla s River; this they all
doe sollomly afferme. saing. God lmoweth
this to be true, and knoweth their Harts.

It would appear that the Duxbury purchasers obtained t~ deeoo to cover their
grants, one from the Wampanoag sachem,
Ousamequin and a second from the Massachusetts sachem, Josiah Wampatuck. Later negotiations indicate that in spite of their
purchase of a larger tract of land the purchasers were forced to be content with the
amount specified by the original grant of
the Court.
Having acquired title, the Duxbury men
began to look about their new township-and,
much to their chagrin, they discovered,
directly to the west but outside of the
limits of the four mile grant, a rich tract
of meadow land. Actually this land was within the bounds of the Indian deeds and the
abori~inal title had been extinguished, but
if they were to have the use of it they must
find some way to include it within the Court
grant. Two plans were evolved whereby they
might annex the desired land and they acted
upon both of them. They petitioned the
Court IIfor leave to move their center one
and a half miles to the west ll and they also
petitioned for an extension of two miles
beyond the original grant. Either of these
petitions, if granted, would add the coveted
meadows to the tovlUship.
After a committee appointed by the
Court-had reported upon the expediency, the
Court, in l6b2, took the following action:
"In answer to a petition preferred to the
Court by Bridgewater, it is agreed that the
meadow land lying northward and westward
from the center within the seven miles is
inclusive." They also were given leave of
the Court to move their center which they
afterwards did, moving it a mile and a half
from the place where it was first established, s~lecting a large oak tree for a new
monument. These grants included the lands
at Hockomock in the tovlUship of Bridgewater.

(28 )

Dated the first of the fourth month, 1650
Witness: Encrease Nowell
John Elliot
John Hoare
28. Plymouth Colony Court Records, Vol. I and II,
p. 157.

At a later date the Court again enlar~
their grant so as to extend from the center
six miles north, if the line between the
colony and Massachusetts did not intervene,
and on the west to Taunton (now Raynham and
Easton) and on the south and southeasterly
side to the Titicut River, and so far as the
29. Ibid.
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six miles extended, and so on the east side.
ments to insert the proviso that "the Indians
(30) By these means the present bounds of
at Titicut shall not be molested." Also, as
Bridgewater to the south and east were esthey were aware, Josiah Wampatuck or Josiah
tablished but there still remained certain
Chickataubut, as he was often called, who
tracts of land on the,north bank of the
later sold this land, did not recognize the
Taunton River west of the Namasket to which
right of Ousamequin which had been extin~~
the Indian title, as far as Wampatuck and the
ed by the deed of 1649. The land on the
Indians at Titicut were concerned, was not
south bank of the river, as we have seen,
yet extinguished. This fact was recognized
was sold by Josiah Chickataubut to the Engby the Court in a proviso in the grant whic~
lish. (Purchade Purchase 1661 and Twentystated that "the Indians at Titicut shall not
Six Men's Purchase 1662.)
be molested." (31) The inhabitants of the new
tract also seem to have recognized this lack
A close examination of the following
of a clear title but, as they were more indeeds will further identify these remaining
terested in establishing a settlement at
lands as that portion of the present BridgeSatucket or East Bridgewater, they were conwater lying between the mouth of the Namasket
and Raynham.
tent to ignore the issue for the time being.
After all the land in which they had been interested was to the west and not to the south
A Deed Appointed to be Recorded (33)
and in that respect their wishes had been
satisfied.
These presents witnesseth that wee Josias
Chickataubut, Pompanahoo, Waweevs, and
This land to the south, however, between
Wottanamatuke, doe freely guie unto Charles
the original four mile line and the Taunton
allies Pampanunett a certain pcell of land
River, is that in which we are interested as
lying by the river Cotuhtikut [Titicut]
with in it is located the site under discusBounded as follows (viz) by a riuer called
sion here. That this land was still in the
Ahquannisswamsoo and towards the north [of]
possession of the Indians in 1664 is attested
of the riuer Cotuhtikutt; and soe one hundred
by the following deed recorded during that
acres within this bounds; extendine in the
year at Plymouth:
woods; to accomplish the aforesaid one hundred acres and soe bounded; as it appears
Pence Gour
when laid out; all of which one hundred acres
A Deed Appointed to be Recorded. (32)
wee the aforesaid Chickataubut, Pompanahoo,
Waweevs, and l'Iattanamatuke; doe freely guie
These ppesents witnesseth that I, Josiah
from us and ours to the aforesaid Pompanuett
allies Chickataubut doe promise by these prehee and his with all priuilidges, emunitie,
sents to guie unto the Indians liuing upon
or whatsoever may be for his benefit within
the Catuhtkut [Titicut or Taunton] riuer (viz) the aforesaid bounds.
Pompanhoo, Waweevs, and the other Indians
Witness our hands this sixth day of October
liuing there; excepting the lands which have
in the yeare one thousand six hundred and
already been sold to the English either Taunton, Bridgewater, or the Major, [Major Willimn sixty-four (1664)
Bradford] that is three miles upon either
Witness Richard Bourne The marke of Josias
side of the Riuer, and doe promise by these
Apwanooke
His Marke The Marke of Pompanapresents not to sell or guie to any pte or
Humpees
His Marke
hoo
pcell of land; but the aforesaid Indians
The Marke Wa\'1eevs
shall peaceably enjoy the same without eny
The Marke WuttanamaInterruption frm me or by my means in any retuke
spect; the which I doe engage and promise by
these presnts witness my hand this 9th day of
In order to be certain of the identity of
June in the year 1664.
this particular land, it is necessary to get
a bit ahead of ourselves and examine a testiWitness
Chickataubut allies
Josiah
mony regarding the previous deed which was
Richard Bourne
John Low 0 His Marke His
Marke
recorded at the Court in 1673.
Wuttanumatuke His ~
The testimony of George If/ampei this 31st of
Most of the land referred to in the above October 1&73, who saith that Josiah Wampat~
deed by Josiah, however, had "already been
with ye consent of George Wampei, have unto
Charles Pompunit (given) first of all one
sold to the English" (Map No.5). The purchasers of Bridgewater had secured a deed
hundred acres of Upland. And afterward the
aforesaid Josiah have unto the aforesaid
from Ousamequin which covered all the land on
Charles another tract of land lying upon the
the north side of the Taunton River between
Norther side ' of Cotuhtikut [Titicut] river
the bounds of Taunton (now Raynham) and the
and lying between two brooks, one of ye
Major's Purchase to the east near the mouth
brooks is called Namuneunkquassit and the
of the Winnetuxet River. They were a bit
other Brooke is called Auhquannissonwaumissoo
doubtful, however, of their legal rights to
about one milo from the Titikut River towards
the southernmost portion of these lands as
Bridgewater. And Josiah gave this land to
the Court had been careful in all the instruCharles with all Appurtenances for his heirs
and Assigns for ever. (34)
30. Memoirs of Plymouth Colony - Baylies, p. 226.
31. Ibid.
33. Ibid.
32. Plymouth Colony Court Records, Vol. I and II,
34" Ibid.
p. 157.
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Witness, Richard Bourne
about ten acres lying somewhere in the viciThe marke
or George Wampei
nity or Pratt's Bridp,e, which marks the site
or the ancient Indian weir and'landing place
Within the Indian land remaining between the
on the Titicut (Taunton) River, this deed
original Four Mile grant and the Titicut
completed the transrer to the English or all
the disputed land between the original Four
River there are only two brooks rlowing rrom
Mile grant and the Taunton River. It would
the north into the Titicut River. These two
brooks are shown on Map No. 5 and so named.
seem that Pomponohoo and Charles, and probably their ram11ies, were living near our
It must be said, however, that the names as
shown may be reversed as there is now no way
site in Titicut as late as 1672. In 167~,
three Indians appeared at the Plymouth Court
to determine the precise application or the
and testiried that Josiah Wampatuck gave
long Indian names.
Charles the land described above, these three
Indians were Sachamus or Satucket, PaupsukThe Bridgewater Purchasers, having esquad, and Massentumpaine. (~6)
tablished their settlement to the north,
again turned their eyes toward the south and
Sometime during the year 1669, Josiah
again made an attempt to settle the legal
Wampatuck had gone with a party or New Engstatus or the land there. The following
land Indians to rip,ht the Mohawk from which
deed appears under date or 1672. (35)
expedition he railed to return. However,
Deed by Pomponohoo
Josiah had a son called Jeremy, and Jeremy
had a son whom he called Charles Josiah.
According to Gookin, this Charles Josiah was
This deed made November 20th. A.D. 1672.,
witnesseth that I, Pomponohoo alias Peter,
the last of the line. (37) The use or this
name Josiah, sometimes coupled with WampatuCk
an Indian living at Titicut, in the colony
of New Plymouth in New England, having sold
and at other times with Chickataubut, by
for the sum or sixteen pounds, viz. six
several generations, is a most confusing cirpounds of current money of New England, and
cumstance.
ten pounds of good merchantable corn, as by
bill appeareth, all the lands lying on the
The purchasers of Bridgewater still felt
north side of Titicut River within the town
a bit uneasy about their original title rrom
of Bridgewater, what lands were mine, or
Ousamequin to their Four Mile Purchase. In
were either my rather's or grandfather's or
1686 thirty-oeven years arter obtaining the
any otherwise conferred on me, excepting
orig1nal deed from the Wampanoag sachem
these lands expressed as ro110ws, viz., one
Ousamequin, and long after he and both of
hundred acres given to an Indian Charles, my
his sons were dead and the tribe dispersed,
they obtained the rollowing deed from a
brother-in-law, and a certain parcel or land
lying against the weir, and bounded by the
Josiah Wampatuck. This Josiah must have been
landing place, running to the head or my
the son or Jeremy and the great-great-grandfield, containing about ten acres at the utson of the original Chickataubut, sachem of
most, I say I the abovesaid Pomponohoo, ~ the Massachusetts.
Peter, have bargained, sold, and by these
"To all Christian people to whom these prepresents do bargain and sell, for myselr, my
sents shall come, Josiah Wampatuck sendeth
heirs; and assigns rorever unto Nicholas
greeting, - Know ye, that I, Josiah aforesaid
Byram; sen.; Samuel Edson, sen., and William
Brett, sen., in and ror the use of the towns- for and in consideration of ten pounds in
money to me in hand paid, and one hundred
men of Bridgewater, joint purchasers with
acres of land lying on the upper end or Poor
them, which persons above mentioned were
ordered by the Court to make purchase of
Meadow, on the lower side of a foot path
that goeth to Situate, lying on both sides or
these lands, as by Court record appears, I
the river, doth conrirm and establish and
say I have sold all these lands with every
part thereof and all imunities and privileges ratify unto Samuel Edson, sen. Ensign John
to peaceably' possess, without the lawful let, Heyward, and John WilliS, sen., in behalf or
interruption, or molestation of me, the
the purchasers and the town of Bridgewater
aboveqaid Pomponohoo, alias Peter, or other
in New Plymouth Colony' in New England, and to
persons whoever lawfully claiming by, or
their heirs, executors, and administrators
under me, or any of them. In witness whereof and assigns for ever, all that whole tract
I have set here my hand and seal.
or land lying northward of the south four
mile line or Bridgewater, which'Ousamequin,
His
sachem of the Pokonoket country, by the con(p)
Pomponohoo
sent and approbation of His Majesty's General
Marke
Court at Plymouth, in New England, in the
Received and sealed and delivered in the pre- year 1645, sold to the inhabitants of Duxb~
sence of
as appears by deed under Ousamequin's hand ~o
Joseph Heywood and John Avery
Captain Myles Standish, Mr. Constant Southworth, and Samuel Nash, as agents for the
Acknowledged berore Josiah Winslow, Governor, town or Duxbury. I, the abovesaid Josiah do
ratify and confirm the above sale of OusameFebruary 20, 1676
Recorded by Nathaniel Clark, Dec. March, l~ quints and bargain of lands belonging to
Bridgewater, as uplands meadows, brooks,
rivers, ponds, timber, underwood, herbage,
Except for the one hundred acres still
reserved for Charles and a small parcel of
36. Ibid.
35. ~.
37. Aboriginal Races - Drake, p. 109.
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mines, with all comodities, benefits, immuni- years and upward, now found to be sixty-four
ties, and appurtences, whatever therein conin number, shall be proprietors and full purtained. I, the above said Josiah also do
chasers in the lands at Titicut, which had
ratify, establish, and confirm, and forever
been bought of the Indians." The actual
make over all my right and title and intere$
division, which had been postponed probably
in the above mentioned land from me, my
because of the Indian War which broke out in
heirs, executors, and assigns, unto the
1675, was carried out in 1685. During the
abovesaid Samuel Edson, John Heyward, and
ten years that had pa sse d the one hundred
John Ellis, agents for the town of Bridgeacres retained by Charles and the ten acre
water their heirs, executors, administrators, lot belonging to Pomponohoo had been acquired
and assigns forever, to have and to hold,
in some manner, as they seem to have been
occupy and enjoy, as their proper right,
included in the division of 1685. It is a1without any claim title, interest, or molestogether possible that these Indians had
tation to be made by me, my heirs, executors,
joined the hostiles during the war and that
or assigns, or any other person or persons
their lands were considered forfeit to the
to any part or parcel thereof, in and by, or
English by right of conquest.
under me any way appertaining, and do by
these presents bind myself, my heirs and exThe lands on the north side of the
ecutors and assi gns, to maintain and defend
Titicut River (Taunton River) within the
the above mentioned sale of lands against
township of Bridgewater lying on the south
any other Indian or Indians that shall make
side of the Purchasers Four Mile Line from
any claim or title to any part or parcel
the center, called the Titicut Purchase, or
thereof. In witness thereof I have set my
land, is laid out in two divisions of lots,
hand and seal the twenty-third day of
called great lots and little lots; there
December, and in the second year of the
being sixty-four lots in each division. The
reign of our Soverign Lord King James II.
great lots begin towards the easterly side
A.D. one thousand six hundred and eighty six. and run from the Four Mile Line southerly.
The little lots begin on the westerly side
The mark of Josiah Wampatuck **
of the path left to go down to Titicut wear
i:-l~
(the present Vernon Street) and run west for
their length butting on said path, till they
Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of
come to the river at said wear; then they
us:
begin on the easterly side of the way and
John Soule
run easterly for their length, butting on the
Joseph Barstow
easterly side of the way, till they come to
Samuel Tingley
the sixty-third lot, which butts on a brook,
the lot running on both sides of the way.
Acknowledged before William Bradford, Deputy
The last lot, James Craig's lies by itself
Governor, D~cember 23rd, 1686
down river against Spanyard's land. It
would seem that the land on which we are now
Recorded page 425 Great Book of Records. Pr. excavating was one of these little lots
S&~uel Sprague, Recorder.
divided in 1685 and that it was the last of
those on the westerly side of the way (Vernon
Having now examined, step by step, the intri- Street).
ca te transactions by which the title to the
present town of Bridgewater was purchased
As a bit of additional corroborative
the following conclusion is clear: In 16 5,
evidence that the ancient landing pla ce on
when the power and influence of the Wampathe Titicut River mentioned in Pomponohoo's
noags was at its height, Ousamequin, the
Deed and in the division of lots in Titicut
chief sachem, claimed and sold to the En~liSh Purchase was indeed located near Pratt's
certain lands north of the Taunton River.
Bridge WQere we are at present excavating,
Later, as the Wampanoag star be gan to dec1~, the following excerpt from Weston's MiddleJosiah Wampatuck and his descendants c1aime~ boro History is included. - "John Winthrop,
and apparently established to the satisfacJr. who accompanied an expedition from the
tion of the Court, that the territory was
Bay of Narragansett up the Taunton River in
Massachusetts rather than Wampanoag, and
1636, sailed up the river as appears in the
that the title prop3r1y belonged to him as
fo110vring letter to his father:
the heir of Chickataubut. Whereupon he sold
certain parcels to the English and finally
Saybrook, Pasheshuke
ratified the original sale upon payment of
April 7, 1636.
ten pounds,
From John Winthrop to the Right Honorable
and Much Honored Father, John Winthrop, Who
The lands obtained under the two mile
Dwells in Boston. Sir:
extension to!2:ether with the lands deeded by
Pompanahoo, which latter tract was called
My humble duty remembered to yourself
the "Ti ticut Purchase, II were divided into
and my mother, with love to my brothers and
lots and drawn by the proprietors in 1683.
all of our friends with you. I suppose that
They were first divided into four parcels,
you have heard of our arrival at Titicut,
three ·on the north and one on the south.
The southern parcel was the Titicut Purchase. an opportune meeting with our vessels, Concerning that plan I conceive is about 22 or
This last parcel was shared and divided
23 miles from Wal1iston. Very fertile and
agreeably to a vote which had been passed in
rich land and so far as we went down it grew
anticipation of this event in 1675, - "A11
wide into Sachem's Harbor and a ship of 500
the householders and male children twenty

4
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tons may go up to about ten or twelve miles.
tion against robbers, and rode home, bringThere is no meadow or salt marsh all the way. ing with him a considerable sum of money.
The first of the month we sail from Narragan- He lived in Titicut parish (North Middleboro)
sett and in the evening about six o'clock
where he bought a farm from ' one Boyce, who
arrived here. Thus craving your prayers and
bought it from Chickataubut, an Indian sa~
blessings I commend you to the A~ighty and
He added to his farm from time to time until
the rest
he owned four hundred acres. He built a
number of vessels and was Captain of one of
them for a few years. By permit of the
Your obedient son
General Court, with a Captain Edson, ' he
John Winthrop"
erected a dam across the great river, where
he built; on the south side, a grist mill, a
Mitchell adds, "He (Winthrop) evidentally
saw mill, and a linseed oil mill. Captain
sailed up the river as far as the wading
Edson built several mills on the north side.
place at Pratt's Bridge, as the river is
navigable for small ships of not more than
----- The old mill race and a trace of
foundations can yet be traced on the north
five ' hundred tons up to that point."
side of the river west of Pratt's Bridge.
Before we leave the history of this inWeston tells us that "the building of a
teresting spot near the ancient wading place,
few ships along the Taunton River entirell
let me include a bit of not quite so ancient
ceased after Jefferson's embargo in 1812.
history. While excavating the Indian site,
(40 )
we discovered the site of an old shipyard,
the launching arrangements of which were qulle
But to return to our ancient records.
an evident part of the topography. In searchThe Indians apparently continued to live
ing the records concerning the history of
the area, the following came to light in this across the river from Bridgewater on the
Indian Reservation "so called" in North
regard. (38) About a quarter of a mile be~
Middleboro, after their sale of their remainlow Pratt's Bridge was formerly a shipyard,
and one ship was built there by Deacon Holmes ing lands north of the river. In 1689, Rev.
of Kingston in tne early part of 1800, called Grindel Rawson of Mendon and the Rev. Samuel
Danforth of Taunton were appointed by the
the two Brothers. A little later Captain
society to visit the several Indian settleBenjamin Pratt built several ships of forty
ments in the Old Colony. They'reported
to fifty tons burden which were used in the
three settlements and churches, one at
coast trade which he and his sons carried on
Middleboro or Nemasket, one at Titicut, and
with the south.
one at Assawompsett. Only the site of the
one at Titicut, on Pleasant Street in North
William Pratt - Born April 6, 1746 Middleboro, near the center of the parish,
died aged 62 years - 1808. (39) It is recan now be identified. The report of the
corded that at the age of twenty (1766),
ministers stated that there were at Titicut
hearing of the death of his father and two
"40 adults to whom Charles Aham preaches."
brothers in North Carolina, he went there,
The church at Titicut was apparently well
sold vessels and a cedar swamp, which they
sustained until after the middle of the 18th
had owned, and after settling all their
century. The Rev. Mr. Treat occasionally
business, he bought himself a horse, armed
visited the Indians of the section. (41)
himself with a brace of pistols for protec-

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE INDIANS

Having covered in some detail the complicated pattern of land transactions in
Bristol and Plymouth counties and established the evidence needed for our conclusions
as to final date for the Indian occupation
of the Titicut lands and having also established the identity of the particular Indians
who deeded the various purchases, it is
necessary to consider briefly that portion
of the history of the area, between 1575 and
1675, which bears upon the political affiliations of those individuals. This will furnish us with the desired evidence upon which
to base our final conclusion concerning the
politics of the Indian inhabitants of Titicut
of protO-historic times.
38. History of Middleboro - Weston, p.
39. Pratt Family Geneology. p. 164.

411.

Judging from the signatories of the
deeds we have examined, it would seem that
in early colonial times the Wampanoags held
sway over all, or a substantial portion, ' of
the present counties of Nantucket, Dukes,
Barnstable, Norfolk, Plymouth, and Bristol
in Massachusetts as well as Bristol and Newport counties in Rhode Island. The eastern
and southern boundaries of this tribe were
rather definitely established by water but
their northern boundary is somewhat uncertain.
Caverly, in his history of the early
wars among the New England Indians grants a
much larger domain to the Wampoanags than any
other serious student of the area with whom
I am acquainted. He believes that the nort~
40. History of Middleboro - Weston, p. 21.
41. ~., p. 21.
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Penobscots. (42) Sweeping down from the
ern limits of Wampanoag influence was such
north in raid after raid these savage warri~
that even the Pennacooks came under their
domination.
made life miserable for their victims. The
exact extent of their depredations is unMajor Gookin~ writing in 1673, speaks
known but the Wampanoags and 1fussachusetts
of the Wampanoags~ Massachusetts, Pennacooks,
were considerably weakened probably as much
and Narragansetts as independent federations
because of their losses of stored foods and
destroyed villages as by their actual loss
allied from time to time in varying combinain men killed in battle. The Narragansetts,
tions.
because of their remote location from the
Penobscot country and being protected by the
Samuel Drake, in his Aboriginal Races~
intervening Wampanoags and Massachusetts,
states that "the limits of his country,
[Ousamequin of the Wampanoags] towards the
seem to have been exempt from these troubles.
Nip~uck, or inland Indians~ are not precise."
Bradford~ speaking of a trading voyage unde~
It is evident, however, from the following
taken in the fall of 1621, says that the
that in 1647 the Nipmucks were rather uncerIndians about Massachusetts Bay were fearful
lest the Tarratines come, and take away their
tain about their sachem, and probably becorn and kill many of the ir people.
longed at one time to Massasoit and at another to the Narragansetts, or others as
A still more disastrous event was an
circumstances impelled. "The Napnat (Nipmuck) Indians having noe sachem of their own
extraordinary plague or epidemic which swept
the country of the Massachusetts and Wampaare at liberty; part of them appertain to
noags on the heels of the Tarratine raids.
the Narra~ansett sachem, and a part to the
Mohegans.
(Records of the United Col. in
Wars they understood, and could take some
Hazard, II, p. 92.) Those at Quabog belongmeasures to protect themselves, but against
this terrible sickness they were completely
ed to Massasoit or Wassamequin, as he was
defenseless. Thousands of Indians died; so
then called, as will be evident from the
facts, to be found in the life of Uncas.
rapidly did the sickness spread that the
"He owned all of Cape Cod, and all that part
living were unable to bury the dead or care
for those who still lived. Those who were
of Massachusetts and Rhode Island between
Narragansett and Massachusetts Bays; extendable to do so abandoned their villages and
ing inland between Pawtucket and the Charles
fled to the forest to escape the dread
Rivers, a distance not satisfactorily asdisease, where, without shelter from the
elements, or food to nourish the body they
certained -----"
•
fell even more quickly before its onslaught.
Howard M. Chapin in his "Sachems of the
The Patuxets, whose village stood somewhere
Narragansett" goes to the other extreme and
in the vicinity of the later town of Plymouth,
were one of the groups who were destroyed to
would have us believe that the Wamponoags
and the Nipmucks were under the domination
a man.
of the Narragansett sachems. He says, in
The Massachusetts and Wampanoags, once
part, "The Narragansetts, a tribe located
powerful federations, were reduced to a mere
principally in the eastern part of the preshadow of their former strength by these two
sent South County~ had gradually forced the
events but their none too friendly neighbors
neighboring tribes into submission. The
Niantics to the west, the Cowesets, Shawomets to the west and south, the Narragansetts,
were hardly touched by either of these debiand Nipmucks to the north, the island tribes
litating calamities.
to the east, and those on Block Island and
on the eastern shore of Long Island all became vassals of the powerful Narragansetts."
Taking advantage of the weakened conChapin has some grounds for his assertions
dition of the Wampanoags, the Narragansetts,
with regard to Narragansett dominance over
under Miantonomi, began to invade their
the Wampanoags if he would confine it to a
country across the bay. The Wampanoag
period ending just after the coming of the
warriors, led by their sachem Ousamequin did
English to Plymouth. The facts of history
what they could in defen~e of their territ~
seem to indicate that this event operated to
but in their sorry condition they were no
upset a balance of power and set in motion a
match for the Narragansetts. Ousamequin
chain of events which resulted in a successlater told his friend Roger Williams how he
ful revolt by the Wampanoags a gainst Narrawas forced to attend the sava ge court of
gansett overlordahip.
Canonicus at Narragansett and acknowledge
himself and his lands as subject to that
If we are to understand correctly the
federation. He added, however, that his
political situation among the Indians of
people had not b~en subdued by war alone, but
southern New England around 1620, we must
that the terrible plague and the Tarratine
take into consideration a number of signifiraids had so weakened them that successful
cant events of the decade just preceding
defense co~ not be maintained. This state
that date. Gookin, who received much of his
of domina tion on the part of the Narraganinformation at first hand, tells us that
setts, which must have been of short duratim,
about the year 1615, a predatory people
seems to have convinced Mr. Chapin t hat the
whose territories lay somewhere to the north
Narragansetts held the surrounding tribes
of Massachusetts, initiated a series of raids
in complete vassalage. Had it not been for
or "wars" upon the scattered villages of
the sudden introduction of a new and very
the Massachusetts and Wampanoags. These
powerful influence at this critical moment,
southern Indians called their enemies Tarra42. Penobscot Mel.n - Speck, pp. 12, 241, 242.
tines. Speck identified the Tarratines as
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the English advent at Plymouth, the Narraga~ Caunbitant's action at Namasket, the Narragansett struck directly at Ousamequin and
setts mi ght well have become the rulers of
all southern New England.
succeeded in taking him and his councilors
prisoner. When this news reached Plymouth,
Ousamequin, the Wampanoag sachem, was
Standish again prepared to take the field,
not only a valiant warrior but he seems to
and envoys were dispatched to demand the
have been an able statesman. Grasping the
immediate release of their allies. Canonicus,
opportunity that the proffered friendship
disconcerted by the instant action, and
of these fear-provoking white people offered
possibly by now appraised of the failure of
to him, he and his councilors traveled over
Caunbitant, complied with the English demand
the Rhode Island Path to Plymouth and there,
and reJe ased his prisoners.
on March 22, 1621, concluded an offensivedefensive alliance with the English. This
There were two parties among the Narraaction was, of course, tantamount to renounc- gansetts; one headed by the aging Canonicus,
ing his submission to the Narragansetts.
desired J:e ace, while the other, under the
After a few days of feasting and celebration, young and impetuous Minatonomi were deterhe headed back again to Pokonoket, once more
mined to maintain their power over the Wama free man, sachem of an independent people,
panoags and Massachusetts even though it
unaware that he was caught in a friendly emmeant a war with them and their English
brace that was to prove far more fatal to
allies. One can imagine the councils held
his people than submission to the Narraganby the disappointed Narragansetts during that
setts would ever have been.
winter of 1b21-22. Fiery speeches by the
young and spirited followers of Miantonomi,
In Plymouth the little group of Eng1is~
cautious and conciliatory words by the older
men, reduced to a mere handful in that first
sachems. Probably the medicine men were co~
terrible winter of hardship, and conscious
sulted and their varied augeries considered
that the Indians by mere number could have
while the drums throbbed and the fires burned
more than over balanced their superiority in
red. In February the war party sent a chalarms, were deli ghted to have arrived at a
lenge to Plymouth in the form of a snake skin
peaceful solution of their Indian problem.
stuffed with arrows and received it in return
\Thi1e at pOkonoket a scarce fifty miles to
containing powder and lead. Canonicus rethe west, Ousamequl n rejoyced in the advanfused to receive this omnious answer and by
tageous treaty he had arranged and thanked
that act renounced his control over the
whatever Gods he knew for bringing the EngIndians to the north and east.
lishmen to his country. Such an ally with
his thunder-producing arms more than replaced
This peace lasted until 1632, a fatal
his lost warriors and enabled him to throw
delay which allowed the Wampanoags to recoup
off the hateful yoke his enemies across the
their early 10ss93 due to sickness, and durbay had so lately forced upon him. Over in
ing which the English strength had appreciatSouth County, the Narragansett sachems
ed considerably. In April of that year the
watched with calculating eye, while to the
Narragansett warriors again crossed the bay
north the cautious Massachusetts bided their
and attacked their ancient enemies at Pokonoketo .out this time there were Englishmen
time, ready to join the winner.
living at Sowams and, while the Indians
The angry Narragansetts, unwilling to
quickly fled toward Plymouth, these resolutely defended themselves. (44) Canonicus took
allon themselves to be so easily cheated of
their victory, looked about them for some
the field himself and called for reinforcemeans of testing the value of the Wampanoagments, preparing to settle the issue by force
of arms while Standish, as usual, rushed to
English alliance and found it in the person
of a Wampanoag sub-sachem, Caunbitant. This
the danger spot with his hastily assembled
sachem was not too impressed by the English,
army. For a while it looked as if a test of
the strength of the English was about to beat least for the moment, and seems to have
preferred to consort with people of his own
gin. But the Narragansetts had other powerrace rather than with these strangers at
ful enemies to their rear in the Pequots.
Plymouth. He undertook to stir up a bit of
Tllese fierce warriors seized the opportunlty
trouble for Ousamequin. As his first act of
and began an invasion of the Narragansett
cowltry from the west while Canonicus and his
sabotage he seized Tisquantum, whom he called "the tongue of the English!" at Namasket.
braves were busy on their eastern frontier.
This occurred in August of 16~1. The doughty Canonicus was forced to withdraw his invading
little Captain of Plymouth, Myles Standish,
forces instantly and move to protect his own
instantly rushed to the rescue and Caunbitant, country from the Pequots. Once again the
alarmed by this sudden and violent reaction
Wampanoags were rescued by their friends frCll1
from Plymouth, released his prisoner, and
Plymouth. The war between the Narragansetts
fled into the swamps of the Massachusetts
and the Pequots dragged on for nearly three
country. Here he made contact with Chickayears, the Pequots being finally expelled
taubut, and these two, after many solemn
from Narraf,ansett territory. But by this
Indian councils and much discussion of the
time the English were so firmly established
problem, went to Plymouth and on September 13, both at Plymouth and at the Bay that there
1621, and submitted themselves as subjects
was no longer any question of Wampanoag independence from the Narragansetts, at least.
of King James. (43)
Without waiting to see the outcome of

43. Aboriginal Races -

Dr~ke,

p.

94.

Shortly after the journey of Ousamequin

44.

Sachems of the Narragansetts - Cha;:Jin, p. 12.
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to Plymouth ror the purpose or arranging his
Cod) we round there corn buried in the
ramous treaty with the colonists, two or the
ground, and rinding no inhabitants but some
Plymouth men were sent by the Governor to
sraves or dead new buried, took the corn repay a visit to Pokonoket. As these two men
solving ir ever we heard or any that had a
may have been the rirst Englishmen, or whom
right there to, to make satisfaction to the
we have any record, to visit the site or our
rull ror it, yet we understood the owners
excavations at Titicut, and as some or their
thereor were rled ror fear or us, our desire
observations would have a bearing upon the
was either to pay them with a like quantity
present study, we will digress ror a moment
or corn, English meal, or any other commodity
and examine an account or that journey. An
we had to pla asure them withall; requestins
original account or this appears in liThe
him that someone or his men might signiry as
much to them, and we would content him ror
Journal" to which we will now turn: (45)
his pains. And last or all, our Governor
A Journey to Packanokik, The Habitation of
requested one ravor or him, which was, that
he would exchange some or their corn ror seed
The Great Kine Massasoit.
with us, that we might make a trial which
might agree best with the soil where we live~
As also our Message, the Answer, and enterVllth these presents and message we set ror- ·
tainment we had or Him.
ward the tenth of June about 9 O'clock in the
If It seemed good to the company ror many conmorning, our guide resolving that night to
siderations to send some amongst them to
rest at Namasket, a town under Massasoyat,
and conceived by us to be very near because
Massasoyat, the greatest commander amonest
the savages bordering about us, partly to
the inhabitants flocked so thick upon us
know where to rind them, ir occasion served,
every slight occasion amongst us; but we
as also to see their strength, discover the
round it to be some firteen English miles.
On the way we round some ten or twelve men,
country, prevent abuse in their disorderly
coming to us, make satisfaction ror some co~ women, and children, which had pestered us,
ceived injuries to be done on our part, and
till we were weary or them, perceiving that
to continue the league or rriendship and
(as the manner or them all is) where victuall
peace between them and us. For these and
is easiliest to be got, there they live, eslike ends, it pleased the Governor to make a
pecially in the summer; by reason whereor our
choice or Stephen Hopkins and Edward Winslow
Bay arrording many lobsters, they resort
to go unto him, and, ,having a rit opportWlity, every spring tide thither; and now returned
by reason of a savage called,Tisquantum
with us to Namasket. Thither we came about
(that could speak English) coming to us: with three o'clock arter noon, the inhabitants
all expedition provided a Horse-man's coat of entertaining us with joy; in the best manner
red cotton, and laced with a slight lace ror
they could, giving us a kind of bread called
a present, that both they and our message
by them Mazium and the spawn or shad, which
might be more acceptable amongst them. The
they got in abundance, in so much as they
Message was as rolloweth: That ror as much
gave us spoons to eat them, with these they
as his subjects came orten and without rear,
boiled musty acorns, but or the shads we ate
upon all occasions amongst us, so now we
heartily. Arter this they desired one or our
come unto them, and in witness or the love
men to shoot a crow, complaining what damage
and good will the English bear unto him, the
they sustained in their corn by them, who
Governor hath sent him a coat, desiring that
shootine some rour score orf and killing,
the peace and Amity that was between them
they admired it, as other shots on other
and us might be continued, not that we reared occasions. After this Tisquantum told us we
them but because we intended not to injure
should hardly in one day reach Pokonoket,
them, desiring to live peaceably; and as with moving ·us to go some eight miles rurther
where we should find more store and better
all men, so especially with them our nearest
neighbors. But whereas his people came very
vict~ls than there.
Being willing to hasten
orten, and very many unto us, bringing ror
our journey we went, and came thither at sun
the most part their wives and children with
setting, where we round many Nemaschets (they
them, they were welcome; yet we being but
so called the men of Nemasket) fishing upon
strangers yet at Patuxet, allias New Plymouth, a ware which they had made on a river beloneand not knowing how our corn might prosper,
ing to them, where they caught an abundance
or bass. They welcomed us also gave us or
we could no longer give them such entertainments we had done, and as we desired still
their rish, and we them or our victuals, not
to do; yet if he would be pleased to come
doubting that we should have enough were we
himselr, or any special rriend or his desired came. There we lodged in the open rields,
ror houses they have none, though they spent
to see us, coming rrom him they should be
most of the summer there. The head or the
welcome; and to the end we might know them
river is reported to be not rar rrom the
rrom others, our Governor sent him a copper
place or our abode, upon it are and have been
chain, desirins ir any messenger should come
rrom him to us, we might know him by bring~ many towns, it being a good length. Thousands or men have lived here, which died in
it with him, and hearken and give credit to
the great plague not long since, and pity it
his Message accordingly. Also requesting
was and is to see so many goodly rields and
him that such as have skins would bring them
to us, and he would hinder the multitude from so well seated, without ment to dress and
oppres~ing us with them.
And whereas, at o~ manure them. Upon this river dwelleth Massasoyat. It cometh to the sea at Narrohiganrirst arrival at Paomet (called by us Cape
sett Bay, where the Frenchmen so much use.
45. A Journal of the Pilgrims at Pl¥mouth - Cheever,
A ship may go many miles up it, as the Sava~s
pp. 67-74.
report, and a shallop to the head of it, but
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so rar as we saw a shallop may. But to reArter we came to a town or Massasoyat's
turn to our journey. The next morning we
where we eat oysters and other rish. From
brake our rast, took our leave and departed
thence we went to Pokonoket, but Massasoyat
being accompanied by six savages. Having
was not at home, there we stayed, he being
gone about six miles by the river side at a
sent ror, when news was brought or our
known shoal place, it being low water, they
coming -----" (Here rollows an account or
spake to us to put orr our britches, ror we
their visit with the sachem and their return
must wade through. Here let me not forget
to Plymouth by the same path. This will be
the valor and courage or some or the savages, omitted as there is nothing or particular
on the opposite side. or the river, ror there
interest, as rar as we are here concerned, in
were remaining alive only two men, both age~ the remainder 01' the account.)
especially one being about three score.
These espying a company or men entering the
Some historians have said that on this
water, ran very swirtly and low in the grass
journey Hopkins and Winslow went to Pokonoket
to meet us at the bank, where with shrill
by way of Titicut, but none or them have
voices and great courage standing, charged
quoted any authority ror their assumption.
upon us with their bows, they demanded what
The shortest possible way from Plymouth to
we were, supposing us to be enemies, and
Pokonoket in that day was by the Rhode Island
thinking to take advantage or us in the wa~, Path and this trail did not go within six or
but seeing we were rriends, they welcomed us
seven mile s or Titicut. From Plymouth to
with such rood as they had, and we bestowed
the rord on the Namasket River is, as stated
a small bracelet or beads upon them. Thus
by WinslOW, approximately rirteen miles.
rar we are sure the tide ebbs and rlows.
From that point the Rhode Island Path turns
Having here again rerreshed ourselves, we
southward, skirts the bound or Taunton or
proce.e ded upon our journey the weather being
Cohannet Purchase, and crossing the Taunton
very hot ror travel, yet the country well
River near what is now East Taunton, passes
watered so that a man could scarce be dry,
through Assonet to Sowams. To have visited
but he should have a spring at hand to
Titicut, the travellers would have to turn
quench his thirst, besides small rivers in
north on the Titicut Path from the wading
abundance. But the savages will not willplace on the Namasket and travel about six
ingly drink but at a spring head. When we
or eight miles directly away rrom Pokonoket.
came to any small brook where no bridge was,
However, that is what it seems they did. and
ir we examine the account closely we will
two or them desired to carry us through or
rind the hidden clews which suggest the detheir own accords, also rearing we were or
would be weary, orrered to carry our pieces,
tour.
also ir we would lay orr any or our clothes,
First let us note that Winslow says
we should have . them carried, and as one of
them had found more special kindness or one
that when they lert Plymouth "our guide resolved that night to rest at Namasket."
of our Messengers, and the other savage rrom
Having arrived at that village rather early
the other, so they showed their thankfulness
in the arternoon (about three o'clock) they
accordingly in afrording us all help, and in
furtherance in the journey. As we passed
ate with the inhabitants and tarried to shoot
along, we observed that there were rew places crows for them. Suddenly Tisquantum, the
by the River, but had been inhabited, by·
guide, who heretorore seemed in no hurry and
had in~enued to spend the night at Namasket,
reason whereor, much ground was clear save
or weeds which grew higher than our heads.
proposes that they push on. saying that "we
There is much good timber both oak, walnut,
should hardly in one day reach Pokonoket"
rir, beach, and exceeding great chestnut
and that rurther on they would rind "more
trees. The Country in the respect or the
and better rood." Now if we are correct in
our assumption they turned north and traveDad
lying of it, is both Champanie and hilly,
like many places in England. In some pleaces eight miles away from their destination but
it is very rocky both above ground and in it.
instead or rinding more and better rood, they
And though the country be wild and overgrown
round only sone Indians fishing with whom
in woods, yet the trees stand not thick, but
they shared their food. Also, we are told
by Winslow that "houses they had none" so
a man may well ride a horse amongst them.
that the weary travellers had to spend a
night in the open.
Passing at length, one of their company, an
Indian, espied a man and told the rest or it.
There are two significant bits of eviWe asked them ir they reared any and they
dence which indicate that Titicut may have
told us that ir they were Narrohiganset men
been their destination. Winslow says lithe
they would not trust them, whereat we called
head of the River is reported to be not rar
ror our pieces and bid them not fear; but
rrom the place or our abode." At Titicut
they hailing them, he proved a rriend, and
the head or the river is but two miles away
had only two women with him, their baskets
in Nippenicket Lake but had they continued
were empty but they fetched water in their
down the Rhode Island Path ror eight miles
bot,t les, so that we drank with them and derrom Namasket they would have passed the
parted. Arter we met another man with two
ni ght many miles rrom the source of the
women which had been at Randevow by the salt
River. Now if we will look ahead a month or
water, and their baskets were full or roastso and remember the incident related above
ed crab rishes, and other dried shell rish,
in which Caunbitant seized Tisquantum at
of which they gave us, and we eat and drank
Nemasket and would have killed him had not
with them, and gave each of the women a
Standish come to the rescue we have a clue
string of beads and departed.
to Tisquantum's sudden change or mind. While
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English were eating shad and shooting
by John Barnes into selling Freetown. It
crows at Namasket, Tisquantum was probably
certainly looks more like the workings of a
visiting with his friends in the village.
guilty English conscience than an actual inNow these Indians were aware of the Naragantrigue, however, Wamsutta was taxed with the
setts' anger at Massasoit's treaty with ~he
rumor which he, of course denied, promising
English and the plans which they had laid to
to come to the Court at Plymouth and prove
test its value. Tisquantum hearing these
his innocence. This promise he failed to
plans decided that Namasket was no place for
keep. Major Winslow, now in command at Plyhim to spend the night and that to continue
mouth, was sent to find and bring in the redown the Rhode Island Path would mean spendluctant sachem to answer ~he charge of treaing the night even nearer to Caunbitant's
son. Wamsutta is said to have had thr·e e
village. So, secure in the knowledge that
hunting camps inland, one at Fowling Pond in
his companions were not familiar with the
Raynham, one at Titicut, and another at Monforest trails, he urged them onward with his
ponset Pond in Halifax. (47) Winslow found
tales of better food, taking the northward
him at the latter camp and persuaded him,
trail to Titicut, as he felt it much safer
not without difficulty, to come with him to
to spend the night there in the open. In the Duxbury. At Duxbury, Wamsutta was taken
morning he led them down the trail which resuddenly ill and allowed to start back to
joins the Rhode Island Path in what is now
Mount Hope upon his promise to return as soon
Eas.t Taunton and crossed the river about six
as he was able. On the journey home,Wamsutta
miles below as Winslow tells us. At this
died.
point the ebb and flow of the tide is apparent even today.
Upon the death of his older brother,
Pometacom, or Phillip as he is better known,
If our assumption is correct, and many
became Chief Sachem. He is too well known
other writers have expressed the same belie~
to New England history for his valiant att~t
(46) we can take Winslow's statement that
to reverse the fortunes of his people and to
"houses they had none" and that "thousands
regain the lands sold by his father and
of men have lived here that died in the great brother, to justify an aecount of his forplague not long since ll to mean that in June
tunes here. No discussion of his short life
of 1621 our village there was deserted and
would add to our knowledge of land transthe houses fallen down.
actions or political affiliations of earlier
days.
Another interesting stgtement of Winslow
regarding the fear on the part of some of his
As the name of Tuspaquin, the Black
Indian companions that some Indians whom they Sachem, has appeared several times in the
discovered coming toward them might be Narra- deeds quoted above, it may be well to congansett indicates that it was not uncommon
sider him for a moment. We have seen how he
for Narragansetts to roam about Wampanoag
was given the sachemship of the Pond Country
country in small parties at that time.
by the will of Pamantaquash. He was married
to Amie, daughter of Ousamequin and sister
It does not appear that the Wampanoags
of the ill-starred Wamsutta and Pometacom.
were involved in any way in the Pequot War
Tuspaquin fought valiantly by the side of his
of 1636 and there are no other historical
famous brother-in-law during the war of
events in the lifetime of Ousamequin which
1675-76 and lost his life at the very close
have a bearing upon our present stUdy. The
of the conflict. Through Tuspaquin and Amie,
exact time of the death of this sachem is in
the last of the royal line of the Wampanoags,
doubt. It probably occurred sometime in
Teeweleema and Wootonekanuske Mitchell and
1661 as the name of Wamsutta, his eldest son, Zeriah Robinson of Lakeville (now deceased)
begins to appear about that time as Chief
traced their descent. (48)
Sachem of the Wampanoag.
The name of Chickataubut and his several
Wamsutta, allias Mooanam, whose English
descendants who were known by the name of
name was Alexander seems to have been associJosiah Wampatuck alias Josiah Chickataubut
ated with his father for several years prior
or just Josiah, have appeared many times in
deeds to territory now included in the
to his death, as chief sachem. In 1653, he
signed a deed to Pokonoket with his father,
Bridgewaters and Middleboro. Prior to the
and Roger Williams tells us that his land at
plague and raids of 1600 to 1617, the MassaSeekonk were given to him by Massasoit and
chusetts were a powerful political group.
his son Mooanam. It will be recalled that
Early comers to New England were told by the
"Old men of iViassachusettsll that their chief
these lands at Seekonk were claimed by Plymouth and Williams was forced to move across
sachem, Chickataubut, formerly held dominion
the river to Providence Plantations. Wamover many sub-sachems as those of Weechagassutta also signed a renewal of the Plymouth
kas, Neponset, Nonantum, Nashaway, and some
of the Nipmuck people. (49) They also said
treaty in 1639.
that they were often at war with the NarraIn 1662, ugly rumors were circulating
gansetts but usually friendly with the Wamabout Plymouth concerning Wamsutta. It was
panoags. Tradition has it that Chickataubut
said that he was spending much time at
had his home somewhere within the present
Narragansett and that he was probably seeking
47. Massasoit - Weeks, p. 133.
an alliance with them against the English.
48. Indian History Biography and Geneology - Pieree,
This was shortly after he had been tricked
~he
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the confusion of historians. Chickataubut
bounds of Dorchester and that he had a hunthad a son called Josiah, alias Wampatuckj he
ing lodge at Titicut. ()O)
signed several deeds as we have noted, as
"chief sachem of the Massachusetts in NewengCaunbitant after his abortive attempt
land." (52) 'l'hen there was Josias, alias
at revolt in l6~l, fled to Chickataubut for
Charles Josias, alias Josiah Wampatuck (he
protection and in September of that year
used all three combinations) who called himChickataubut, Caunbitant, and several other
self- "grandson of Chickataubut, sachem of
sachems went to ~lymouth and there signed a
the Massachusetts." (53) This last Josias
submission which acknowledged them to be sUbhad a son whom he, in a burst of inspiration,
jects of King James. (51) Chickataubut died
calle d Jeremy but Jeremy returned to the
of the smallpox during an epidemic among the
Indians in November of 1633. The descendants fold and named his son Charles Josiah. This
Charles Josiah was the last of the royal line
of Chickataubut seem to have been quite
of the Massachusetts.
limited in their choice of names, much to

CONCLUSIONS

We are much too prone to consider Indian
sachems as absolute rulers and their governments as political entities similar to our
own. Actually these New England sachems were
simply outstanding characters who ruled because of their ability rather than by inherited right. True, they seem to have handed down their office to their sons, or as we
have seen in one instance, willed the office
to another, but the recipient could hold the
sachemship only if he were worthy. The
loyalty of the common people was not a fixed
and unalterable thing, determined by birth
and fixed by law, it varied with the popularity of this or that sachem or ~ccording to
the will of the individual. In a similar
manner we are prone to think of their tribal
lands as similar- to our own political diviSions, bounded by precise and well defined
lines upon the map. It is very doubtful,
except perhaps in the case of a natural
boundary such as that which separated the
Narragansetts and the Wampanoags, that Indian
frontiers were anywhere very definite.
Here in southern New England were three
major political groups, three centers of
radiating influence, their frontiers depending upon the relative strength of those
radiating influences. Between them was a
wavering band of marginal territory, a band
in which the different influences and loyalties met and me rged, and in which lived
Indi~ns ready to give their allegiance to
whichever sachem they might ueelll most powerful, or wise, or most ab.Le to .Lead them, for
the moment.

political group, their sachems were hiding
in swamps. Suddenly the English, with their
su~rior weapons, appeared at Plymouth, an
unknown but greatly overestimated source of
power. All winter the Indians pondered the
situation and sought to profit by the circumstance. Ousamequin was the rirst to make
contact and seizing the opportunity entered
into an ofrensive and defensive alliance with
the English. We have seen how this alliance
helped Ousamequin to stay the tide of conquest which was moving upon him from the west,
and how the Massachusetts and even the powerful Narragansetts hastened to follow suit.
Ousamequin's political star rose a~ain and
with it his frontiers to the north expanded
to include lands which had heretofore been
within the Massachusetts sphere of influence.
However, as the years passed, it became
apparent that this sudden rise of Wampanoag
influence was but temporary and the Indians
about Titicut eventually summoned the coura~
to assert their independence especIally in
the matter of selling lands. After the death
of the old sachem, Ousamequin, and the short
sachemship or Wamsutta, the young and impetuous Phillip came into power. Quickly he
realized that what had seemed wisdom in his
rather was in ract folly as rar as the Indian
was concerned. It was now too late to retrieve his tribal rortunes except by resort
to arms, but to this expediency he, now in
alliance with his hereditary enemies across
the Bay, tllrne d. This turn of events simply
hastened the rate to which the Indians of
southern New England had been doomed since
the fatal treaty of 1621.

Just prior to 1620, two circumstances,
the Tarratin~ raids and the g reat plague,
caused a momentary unbalance or power. The
Narragansetts seized upon the weakness or
their neighbors to the north, seized some or
their territory, and rorced their sachems to
bow in submission. The sachems of the Wampanoags were in temporary eclipse, the Massachusetts, decimated by war and sickness were
to all practical purposes, destro yed as a

Signatures to the various deeds we have
examined above indicate that prior to 1620
the southern bounds or Massachusetts territory were south or the Taunton River in Plymouth County, including the northern part of
what later became the town of Middleboro.
The site which we have called Titicut bein~
north of the River in what is now Bridgewater
wa s thus well within the territory of the

50. Ibid., p. 108.

$2. Ibid., p. 108.
$). Ibid., p. 109.

$1.

Ibid.,

p.

94.
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Massachusetts, and the inhabitants prior to
At a later date the name became applied
that time would most probably have been of
to the territory on both sides of the river
that tribe. Even though Ousamequin later
by both Indians and English and came into
claimed and sold the territory including
general use as the name of an ill-defined
this site, he probably did so on the strength strip of land on both banks of the Taunton
of his expanded influence after 1621. HowRiver between the Poole Purchase and the
ever, as we have seen, at a later date, when
Namasket. In its broadest sense it was apthe Wampanoag influence was again declinin~,
plied to territory, river, and even the
Josiah wampatuck the Massachusett, asserted
Indians who lived in the area, certain indihis rights and a i so sold the territory.
viduals being spoken of as the Titicut Indians
or the Sachem of Titicut.
Accepting our conclusion that Winslow
and Hopkins visited the site and found it unThe name has persisted even to the present day, being now applied to a small
occupied in 1621, we can assume that the
village was depopulated by the same plague
nei~hborhood in North Middleboro, a street in
Bridge~ater, and a small railroad station
which wiped out the nearby villa~e of Patuxet. However there were Indians living very near the Bridgewater state Farm.
near here in i 695, so that we may assume
that the site was a~ain occupied but, if so,
In passing, it may be interesting to
the inhabitants were of Massachusetts descent
note that the Blackstone River in Worcester
as they were allowed to remain in possession
County was called by the Indians, Kuttutuck,
during and after Phillip's War which privilege and that in some old deeds to land in that
would most certainly have been denied to
area the name is written Titicut. And " in our
search for information about this word, the
Wampanoags.
following Came "to light: tiThe name Teticutt
It now remains for us to justify our use is interesting, for though recorded "as an
of the name Titicut to designate the village
Indian name, it is probably English, and apsite which we have been excavating. Accordpears on at least one seventeenth century map
ing to Trumbull, the name Titicut is derived
of North Devon, in the British Mus~um. It is
from the Algonkian words Kehtetuckj Kethti,
spelled Tetecott, but the similarity seems
chief, principal, or greatest, and Tuck,
too good to make them anything but identical
tidal or broad river. It was originally
in orlgin. tI (54)
applied by the Indians to that portion of the
Although it is most probable that the
Taunton River between the mouth of the Namasket or the Winnetuxet and Cohannet Purchase.
Indians did not use the name Titicut to
Above the Namasket the riv~r, now Town River, spe cify any particular village but would simwas called by the Indians Nunkateest. As
ply say tithe village at Titicut tl or something
the te~m seems to have been used only to delike that to indicate anyone of several siUe
signate that portion of the river within
in the area, its wide spread use both hisMassachusett territory and never, so far as
torically and at the present" time justifies
can be determined, to the lower part of the
our ar.plication of the name tiThe T1ticut
Site. I
river, we may conclude that it was a Massachusett application.
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TYPOLOGY OF THE HEARD POND SITE
William S. Fowler

To Mr. C. C. Ferguson, who with the
assistance or Mr. L. K. Gahan excavated the
Heard Pond Site during the decade rollowing
1928, belongs the credit ror the preservation or artiracts and the recording or data.
Bulletin, Vol. 7, No.1, or the Massachusetts Archaeological Society carries a brier
report or the work at this site in which
Mr. Ferguson enumerates the recovered artiracts.

sently apparent that while a preponderance
or certain artiracts seemed to indicate concentrated early occupation or the site, there
were enough specimens rrom postulated cultures or more recent times to suggest a more
or Ie ss continuous OCCUpi tion of the area up
to historic days. Consequently, it seemed
appropriate to seek a plan by which these
various culture sta,!l;es could be at least tentatively identified, so that in turn, Heard
Pond stone traits might be chronologically
classified. Unfortunately, the site was excavated without stratigraphic data being
taken, which now precludes the possibility
or establishing level horizons for the pUrpose or determining progressive culture
stages during the lire or the site. Nevertheless, it seems possible to accomplish this
culture analysis by applying stratigraphy
from three excavated stations in Central New
England, which have been selec~ed as type
sites. Together, these sites present evidence that is unique, justifying the development of what seems to be a well defined culture chronology. Final reports or these
sites are still pending, but permission has
been granted for preliminary reports as appearing in this paper, in view or their
apparent importance.

Some time ago, the author was requested
by Mr. Ferguson to undertake a more comprehensive report or the Heard Pond Site.
Suggestion was made that typology be delineated in such a way as to emphasize signiricant aspects or his large and diversiried
collection or artiracts. The superior workmanship displayed by many of the implements
has inspired the undertaking or this assignment in the interest or archaeological research. Thanks to the wholehearted collaboration or Mr. Ferguson and his generosity
in permitting removal rrom h~.s collection.
and use or such specimens as were needed ror
illustrative purposes, this comparative culture analysis and typology or the Heard Pond
Site has been made possible.
The site is located at Wayland, Massachusetts, on the Sudbury River, that empties
into the Concord and thence into the Merrimack River. An area or about 100 by 300
reet on the brow of an elevation overlooking
the pond and river was excavated. However,
this represents but a small part or the entire site that stretches back over an extensive plowed rield, bordered by a spring-fed
brook. Here, many surface collections have
been recovered in past years. The artiract
assemblage collected by Mr. Ferguson has a
total or about 3,000 s?ecimens, and consists
or implements taken rrom the plowed rield as
well as rrom the excavated plot. It is
worth noting, however, that artifact rorms
and structures from both locations are appratimately the same. For this reason, all elements or the collection will be treated in
this paper as having the same site provenience.
Nevertheless, it should be said that a
large percentage or gouges, plummets and ulus
came from the excavation. This uncovered
soil apparently had never been disturbed by
the plow. A depth of 10 to 14 inches into
subsoil below humus was reached, at which
point artifact evidence terminated. Gouges,
plummets and ulus ror the most part appeared
at low ·levels, as well as many narrow'projectile points or light colored shale, badly
weathered, or poor material, and usually or
what appears to be rude workmanship.

In developing this paper, eight well
defined basal styles of projectile points
are recognized. These will be named ana derined, so that they may be better understood.
Illustrations of Heard Pond artiracts will
f'urther serve to identiry these styles as
they appear in successive culture horizons
or the three type sites.
Large triangular. Usually equilateral in
shape, this poInt has a width or more than

In approaching this work, it was pre-
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In establishing culture periods, it
must be admitted that artifact styles in
themselves are not conclusive proof of culture changes, since trait continuation or
overlapping of'ten takes place. However,
when traits are noted where they first appear,
vertically, then it may be inferred that
their presence wherever round is as a result
of difrusion or independent invention. They
then become reliable . diagnostic elements or
culture, provided a~l questionable specimens
with intrusive implications are eliminated
from the record, as is the case in this report. Furthermore, because all ~hree type
sites show no signs of having been disturbed
by action of the plow or other rorms or
Colonial occupation, the vertical position
of non-intrusive artifacts may be considered
reliable inaication of original deposition.
Therefore, rrequency data has been dispensed
with in sel~cting diagnostic ~raits comparable with those of the Heard Pond Site.
(See Trait Chart)
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Bullen in "Culture Dynamics in Eastern Massachusetts," American Antiquity, Vol. 14, No.1.
This paper considers such manifes,t ations of
POND TRAITS
irregularity as natural variations of work~~nship, and not as separate styles of
classification.

stone.

Corner-removed round-based. This shape differs from the basIc corner-removed style, in
that basal corners are removed effecting
areas only a short way above the base so as
to form rapidly converging sides, which meet
to form a restricted rounded base that sometimes is nearly pointed. The shank in this
case is usually short, although it sometimes
assumes longer proportions.

d J

-6osPd' {,mo/TJ

Taper to straight base. In this case, both
basal sIdes of the shank converge, starting
at the full width of the point to form a
tapering shank that is -terminated by a
straight reworked base, occasionally slightly
rounded. This style applies to small and
large points alike with coeval implications
indicated.

W
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TRAIT CHART showing classification of Heard
Pond Site traits, as sug~ested by similar
stratified traits from three type sites in
Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
an inch; often with a sli~htly concave base,
and with sharp basal points.
Small triangular. Generally with an equilateral form, thIs pOint has a sli~htly concave base with base points often cut off, or
rounded. It is occasionally isosceles in
the Stone Bowl horizon, and has a width of
an inch or less for all shapes.
Side notched. As used in this report, this
style. has relatively wide side notches that
occur just above a straight base, which is
usually reworked. In broad forms and some
narrow ones, width of base is much less than
that of the point. In narrow forms, notching is 'wide but without much depth in most
cases. Narrow side notches occasionally
occur with modified bases, but such variati~
are probably of a later development.
Corner-removed. In this style, basal corner
areas are removed, leaving a shank·of varying lengths that anpears as a stem, sometimes with slightly corlverging sides, althou~ usually they are more or less parallel.
The shank is terminated by a straight base
that is occasionally rough without reworking,
though in larger points bases are well finished. This description applies in the case
of large or small points and includes "small
stemmed points" as described by Ripley P.

Eared broad-based. To form this style, both
basal corners are worked to appear as , ears,
as a result of side notching of varying
depths and widths. An important trait is a
relatively broad base, frequently - concave,
often the full width of the point but not
necessarily. There is considerable variation
depending upon the size and width of pOint.
This style is held to include all variations
large and small. It embraces Ritchie's
"eared triangular" and "side notched broad
based." Size is found to be the chronological determinant and not shape variations.
Diversification becomes more frequent in the
last stage of its development.
Long eared broad-based. Somewhat ' similar to
the large eared broad-based style, this term
is used to identify an early development.
Here, the basal ears appear to become elongated by virtue of slight reworking above
them that extends a relatively long distance
up each side of the pOint. The base is al\'lays the full width of the pOint, and is
generally concave, sometimes to an extreme
degree. This tends to intensify the formation of long ears.
RAGGED MOUNTAIN TYPE SITE

In a preliminary report of this mountain
site l (William S. Fowler, Bulletin Vol. 10,
No. ~, ~. 36, Massachusetts Archaeological
Society), will be found the essential facts
concerning this unique rock shelter in the
Peoples State ' Forest, Barkhamsted, Connecticut. However, for purposes of comparative
analysis a re-examination of its most outstanding characteristics will now be set
forth.
Ragged Mountain Site is a rock shelter
in which steatite (soapstone) outcrops. Here,
there is ample evidence to show that the
shelter was used in the steatite epoch by
stone bowl workmen, both -as a work shop as
well as an abode. Hence, industrial and
domestic stone traits have been deposited to-
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gether. This fact is important; since for
Narragansett Archaeological Society of Rhode
Island has been excavating the site under
what seems to be the first time, the coeval
the direction of Mr. Herbert A. Luther. Exdeposition of both kinds of traits would now
enable a reliable chronological assi~nment of cavation of the area has been nearly comthe steatite industrial tradition.
pleted, with a large percentage of all artifacts apparently recovered. A plot of about
Excavation of the site was conducted
100 by 200 feet has been excavated by the
under the direction of Dr. Irving Rouse of
grid system and the position of artifacts
Peabody Museum, Yale University, and the
carefully recorded. The site has attracted
author. The grid system was employed and
the author's attention because of the excavated evidence that seems to equate closely
all trait manifestations were thoroughly
analyzed and recorded. A previous excavation with that from Ragged Mountain. That is to
by Walter E. Manchester in 1901 had recoversay; culture horizons are apparently similar
ed artifacts from the upper humus stratum
with stone traits that suggest coeval exisand to a depth of about a foot, but with
tence. Here then is a habitation site with
no regard being paid to stratigraphy, nor
domestic manifestations that should go a lang
attention to the -recording of scientific
way toward supporting Ragged Mountain Site
data. Therefore, his stone trait assemb1a~e
hypotheses. Therefore, it becomes important
contributing type evidence in the evaluation
probably contains material not only from the
of Heard Pond stone traits. _
upper central habitation area, but also from
surrounding industrial tailin~ deposits as
well. These dumps were evidently located on
At Potter Pond, shell middens overlie
the periphery of the living area by the early the site, and contain re ~: !l.ins of many kinds
of shellfish, viz., quahaug, conch, scallop,
steatite workmen. Hence, Manchester's artifact assemblage contains artifacts not only
sea-clam, lobster, mussel and oyster. This
from the upper horizon in which clay potshens deposit suggests a general preference for
such food by the occupants of the upper horiare common, but probably some industrial imzon, although some bone accumulation of
plements from presumably the lower horizon
various animals is als~ present. Fish-hooks,
as well.
awls and f1akers of bone have been preserved
The present excavation completely exby the shell. Scattered firestones from demolished hearths are common throughout the
plored the site, re-examined the ' disturbed
site. In some places the shell deposit is
humus stratum left by Manchester, and excavated for the first time the lower occupathree or four feet deep, while in others it
tion stratum that extended to a depth of
tapers to six inches or less. Of more uniform occurrence is a stratum of ' what appears
about 20 inches in the living area. A clusto be black habitation deposit that lies at
ter of small hearths, apparently on two levthe bottom of the shell, and. persists over
els at the westerly end, seems to provide
evidence to suggest that the ' site was used
most of the area. This varies in thickness
during two different periods, as is eyidenced from about four inches to nothing. Below
this stratum appears yellow soil with various
by a lower pre-c-eramic steatite horizon and
sized cobbles lying just beneath. Few shells
an upper ceramic-a~ricultural one. Evidence
if any appear in either the black or yellOW
further suggests a probable long p9 riod of
unoccupancy between them. The most diagnosartifact bearing strata, which may suggest
a carnivorous diet for the former occupants.
tic traits in the pre-ceramic horizon seem
to be, viz., worked steatite (blanks, bow1Geological problems at this site are
forms and unfinished vessels), end pick,
chisel, hand gouge and other industrial too~, relativel y few and unimportant. There is
rudely stemmed knife; notched winged bannerl i ttle or no evidence of extensive shifts of
stone, grooved gouge, drill without base,
dirt that would tend to cover or materially
and projectile point styles, viz., eared
disturb original deposition of artifacts,
broad-based (small size), taper to straight
although in the shell stratum occur occasional lenses of what ~eem to be dislOdged shell
ba~e, and narrow spool-based, with clay pottery a negative trait. In the ceramicdue to water gullying. In one such place, a
agricultural horizon appear other dia~nostic
disturbance (probably water-wash) had evitraits, viz., clay potsherds (of the Interdently succeeded in lowering by four or five
mediate and Late Prehistoric periods),
inches sections of a first period ceramic pot,
chipped-ground hatchet, and side notched
thereby placing this material in the black
(widely notched) projectile point. Corner
junction stratum where it apparently did not
removed and small trianRular projectile
belong. While there is evidence of surface
traits .are present in both horizons. Of
humus wash over much of the central part of
especial si gnificance is the absence at all
the site, all lower strata show only slight
levels of ulu, plummet, groove1ess stemmed
modification as a result of the infusion of
gouge, and corner removed round-based proforeign soil.
jectile point.
For the purpose of simplification, the
POTTER POND TYPE SITE
black habitation stratum separating shell
and yellow subsoil will be referred to in
This station is located on what is
this research as junction. This clear deactually an inlot from the sea, called Potter markation at the ter-mination of' shell remains
Pond, South County, Rhode Island. It is a
more or less constant throughout the area,
habitation s1 te with considerable refuse
and therefore the position of all artifacts
shell deposited over more or less-the entire
may be considered to have an arbitrary rearea. Durin" the past four years, the
lationship to it. The lowest culture horiron
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consists of this junction and the yellow
affected the culture patterns of both ages.
subsoil, since both strata contain similar
Therefore, the author has chosen to iuentify
these eras, respectively, as Stone Bowl and
artifacts. In this early horizon, the most
diagnostic stone traits seem to be, Viz.,
Ceramic-agricultural OCCUIR tions.
steatite bowl sherds finished smooth on one
NUNKATUSSEI' TYIE SITE
or both sides, rude stemmed knife. full
grooved axe, smaLl end pick and hand gouge
This is an island site at the foot of
for steatite working (tools that definitely
place this horizon in the steatite indusNippinickett Lake, one of the headwaters of '
the Taunton River in Massachusetts. Here,
trial age), rude gorget, eared broad-based
drill, and projectile point styles, viz.,
Nunkatusset stream flows out of the lake and
eared broad-based, corner removed, and taper
later joins the Taunton River. Not far from
to straight base. Occasionally, an isolated
the lake, it separates into two streams to
steatite sherd, oometimes perforated, appears farm a long low island on which is Nunkatusabove the junction. This probably indicates
set Site. The isLana is covered with trees,
overlapping with implications of a later
and the soil has no ~igns of ever having
been disturbed by the plow in by-gone days.
generation's desire to preserve, by means of
\Vhile the island is surrounded for the most
strapping, ancestral possessions that by
part by swamp land, in early times it is
then had become antique. However, the relapossible that the encircling marsh was covertive abundance of steatite sherds at the
ed with water, either impounded by beaver
junction and below is conclusive proof of
the dominant use of stone bowls in this hori- dams or inundated by normal stream-flow before the present water channel had been cut.
zon. Furthermore, the ~bsence here of clay
potsherds, except for the presence of a few
with intrusive implications due to refuse
In 1947, Nunkatusaet Site was opened
and excavation commenced under the direction
pits, hearths of other disturbances is most
of Mr. Richard W. Staples and Mr. Roland E.
significant.
Engstrom, members of the Massachusetts
Commencing just above the junction in
ArchaeologicaL Society. Since then, work
the lower part of the shell deposit appear
has continued intermittently until today an
clay potsherds of probably the first ceramic
area about 75 by 200 feet has been excavated.
That the place was popular as a habitation
~riod.
The ware is thick with coarse grit
temper and maleation on both siaes. Its rim
site in prehistoric ages is evidenced by
quantities of fire stones appearing at all
sherds indicate pots with "straight necks.
excavated levels. Stratigraphy has been
Other sherds of the remaining three periods,
usually with shell temper, are scattered
carefully recorded, and the position of artifacts as related to the junction of humus
throughout the upper shell deposit.
and subsoil also noted. By this procedure,
In the lower part of the shell stratum
it has been possible to determine the relaoccur the following traits, viz., refined
tive position of all artifacts in strata
gorget, crescent-based drill, side notched
wherever located. The site is covered with
(widely notched) projectile pOint, represent- black humus a foot or more in depth, which
is under1aid by yellow water-washed sand
ing the early aspect; overlaid by large
that appears to grow lighter in color an an
triangular projectile pOint, (the small triangular projectile point trait is distributed approach is made to greater depths. Artithroughout the stratum), triangular hoe,
facts occur in the humus, at the junctIon,
pestle, and sinewstone, representing the late and to a depth of about 11 inches from juncaspect. Significance should be attached to
tion in the yellow sand. Below this no
the fact that ulU, plummet, grooveless stemevidence of habitation has appeared. Therefore, it is assumed that the yellow sand
med gouge, and corner removed round-based
projectile point are negative traits at this
stratum contains evidence of the earliest
site the same as at Ragged Mountain.
occupants of the island.
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At Potter Pond, the existence of a
heavily concentrated steatite horizon without ceramic evidence, overlaid by a well defined ceramic-agricultural horizon with fi~
ceramic period sherds appearing at the bottom, presents re rhaps for the first time an
opportunity to study the transitional devel
ment that took pl~ce between these two culture epochs. Since steatite and clay potsherds, the latter with associated agricultural implications, appear respectively in
these two periods with greater frequency
than other artifacts, it seems proper to co~
sider them significant evidence in determining suitable culture nomenclature. Certainly, the invention and production of stone
vessels for eating purposes in the prior
period with the subsequent transfer of activities to ceramics and agriculture in the
following one must have been attended with
far reaching economic results that materially

Geology of the site seems to be associa~
ed with an early period when outpouring waters
from Nippinickett Lake formed sand bars. One
of these bars, more elevated than the others,
evidently became a long low sandy island
when the water level finally receded. Submerged frequently by high water, a long time
probably elapsed before the island accumulated sufficient humus to support vegetation
of any kind, and another long interval before
trees appeared. NOW, since the earliest
artifact bearing level lies deep in the sand
deposit, it seems probable that man first
came to the island when it was not much more
than an exposed sand bar, and occupied it
only during seasons of low water. Yearly
deposits of s and silt at times of flood water
gradually added to the elevation, and thus
covered artifacts that had been left behind.
As new occupants came and went, being driven
out each time by rising water,' the sand
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stratum continued to deepen until about a
rined prehistoric culture epochs in Massach~
root had been added to its old level on whiCh setts and adjoining regions, which may in
the rust occupants had lived. By this time, time be round to include other parts or New
ages had elapsed. A raIling water level had
England. The rirst two type sites at Ragged
probably been attended by the arrival or ro~ Mountain and at Potter Pond have produced
ests with the subsequent rormation over the
evidence or only the last two or these perio~,
sand or a humus layer in which were depositnamely, Stone Bowl and Ceramic-Agricultural.
ed artiracts or later cultures.
These occupations appear to be contiguous
with racial descent indicated as explained
In the yellow sand horizon, where no
in the conclusion. However, at the third
steatite or clay potsherds are round, appear
site, Nunkatusset, appear not only evidence
stone traits or diagnostic importance, viz.,
or the last two but also or an earlier Eskiperrorated oval bannerstone, ulu, plummet,
moid occupation. NowL as Heard Pond Site is
ground slate 2roblematical with rlat sides,
situated in a nearby ~ew England area, it
size 1/4 x 1/2 x 4 inches, decorated with
seems reasonable to expect the appearance
small notches and surrace cuts, drill with
there or culture sequence similar to that or
expanded base, and projectile point rorms or
the type sites. Thererore, since Heard Pond
corner-removed, corner-removed triangular,
traits include rorms resembling those or the
corner-removed rounded base, long-eared
dirrerent postulated culture periods, it
shank, and eared broad-based (large proporseems possible to suggest ror them chronolotioned) •
gical positions in either the Eskimoid, Stone
Bowl or Ceramic-agricultural traditions.
At the junction or yellow sand and humus
appear rragments or steatite and associated
HEARD POND SITE TRAIT CLASSIFICATION
chlorite vessels, traits that now appear to
belong to a later preceramic stone bowl traExamination or stone artiracts rrom the
dition, to which the plummet and ulu were
Heard Pond Site shows a preponderance or
apparently unknown. Thererore, an arbitrary
Eskimoid traits, including about 40 groovestratum or 2 inches at the junction, allowless stemmed gouges, 30 plummets, and 20
ing ror normal habitation irregularity, has
ulus. While some or these specimens, esbeen established as a well derined culture
pecially the latter, are represented by
horizon ror this site. At this level occur
rractured segments, nevertheless, they show
the rollowing diagnostic traits, viz.,
meticulous workmanship, and include many
steati te and chlorite vessel,.rragments
recognized types. Gouges and plummets equate
grooved gouge, hand gouge ror steatite workclosely with certain rorms in the Maine
ing, drill rorms consisting or T based,
Cemetery Complex, (Benjamin L. Smith, tlAn
eared broad-based and straight without base,
Analysis or the Maine Cemetery Complex, tI
as well as prOjectile point styles including
Bulletin Vol. 9, Nos. 2 and 3, Massachuse~ts
eared broad-based (small proportions includArchaeological Society). Slate ulus include
ing the eared triangular rorm), corner-reboth plain and comb-backed styles, and while
moved with serrated sides, and taper to
some are only chipped, a large majority are
straight base. In this stratum, clay potfinely ground and polished. They equate
sherds do not appear, which seems to support
with specimens rrom Willoughby's Pre-Algonculture separation or steatite bowl making
quian Culture and Ritchie's ·Laurentian Asrrom ceramics.
pect or New York State, with presumed Eskimo
affinities. Other signiricant Eskimo-like
Obviously, the most recent horizon is
traits from the site consist or a group or
to be round in the humus stratum that overthree small problematical chipped artiracts,
lies the area. In this upper level appear
somewhat sickle-shaped, that resemble certain Dorset Eskimo rorms described by
the rollowing diagnostic traits, viz., clay
potsherds rrom several periods or ceramic
De Laguna in tiMan in Northeastern North
America,tI page 136. or added interest is a
development, oval perrorated pendant! triangular hoe, pestle, cross-based dri 1, and
group of about 40 light yellowish patinated
projectile point rorms, namely, side notched
prOjectile pOints with corner removed round(widely notched), and large triangular. The
ed to pointed bases. These occur at the
small triangular trait appears not only in
lowest level and have a base style that
the humus but also at the junction.
equates with about 100 additional site specimens made or other kinds or stone. Figure
Nunkatusset's lowest horizon is seen to
20 illustrates still other Heard Pond traits
contain plummet, ulu, and ground slate,
that this research has assigned to the
traits that have been given a northern pro~ Eskimoid Occupation, which presumably moved
ience with Eskimo arrinities by Willoughby
into New England rrom the north.
'in his Pre-Algonquian Culture and by Ritchie
in his Laurentian Aspect. Thererore, since
The rollowing Stone Bowl Occupation is
this yellow sand horizon alone displays some
somewhat in evidence at Heard Pond although
stone traits with probable Eskimo arrinities, it does not seem to have as heavy a concenthe term Eskimoid has been assigned to it in
tration in trait rrequency as that or the
this paper ror purposes or identirication.
Eskimoid.. Nevertheless, about 20 steatite
sherds have appeared all being segments or
A glance at the trait chart will serve
finished bowls, a well shaped quarry end
to call attention to the signiricance or the
pick, rull grooved axe, grooved gouge, rude
relationship between Heard Pond traits and
stemmed knives, about 100 eared broad-based
those rrom the type sites. It now seems
and 12 taper to straight base projectile
possible to postulate at least three well de- pOints, while certain other associated traits
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Fig. ZO. Heard Pond Stone Traits, probably Eskimoid Occupation. 1-6, Grooveless stemmed
gouges; 7, 8, Ulus; 9-12, Plummets; 13 Whetstone; 14-16, Expanded base drills; 17-19,
Sickle-shaped forms; 20, Oval scraper fchopper); 21, Whale-tailed pendant; 22, 28, Cornerremoved points; 23, 24, Corner-removed rounded based points; 25, Long eared broad-based
point; Eared broad-based point (large); 27, Triangular convex sided point; 29, Oval bannerstone.
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Fig. 21. Heard Pond Stone Trai~s, probably Stone Bowl Occupation. 1, Quarry pick; 2, Full
grooved axe; 3, Grooved gouge; 4, Steatite sherd; 5, 11, Eared broad-based drills; 6, Drill
without base; 12, T based drill; e, 9, Rudely stemmed knives; 10, Oval scraper (chopper);
13, Small triangular point; 14, 21, Taper to straight base pOints; 15-18, Eared broad-based
points (small); 19, Corner-removed point; 20, Corner-removed serrated point.
complete the assemblage. (Fig. 21)
In addition to the illustrated artiracts
are a number or Heard Pond traits that for
While the Ceramic-Agricultural Occupavarious reasons have not yet been assigned
tion is somewhat in evidence at the site, it
to a culture group, and are not considered
lacks the heavy trait concentration of the
by the author to be diagnostic in the light
Eskimoid. Whether this is due to the recovof present knowledge. Some probably belong
ery by surface hunters in the past of more
to all occupations, while others may be
of , its artifacts because or their closer
divided among them. Enumeration of these unproximity to the surface than those or other
classified traits include; mulIers, woodoccupations, cannot be determined. However,
working s tones, rubbing stones of various
it is more than probable since the site has
shapes, small anvil stones, graphite, round
many natural advantages that would have
pebbles with the appearance of having been
attracted settlements in all ages, including
shaped and polished into gaming balls, learthat of the Ceramic-Agricultural. Belonging
shaped knives, corner notched projectile
to this last period are about 2u potsherds
pOints, snub-nose scrapers, and a grooved
that come mostly from the excavated area.
sinker. The latter trait occurs in the
Some are decorated with dentate and some with Eskimoid horizon at Nunkatusset as well as in
punctate treatments that form horizontal lin- the Ceramic-Agricultural at Potter Pond. It
ears and herringbone designs. The ware is
is interesting to note that only two or three
variously colored and all sherds show mineral small corner notched projectile points appear
temper, suggesting necks that are slightly
at Heard Pond, while none at all occur at the
constricted. This evidence represents potthree type sites. That this projectile point
tery that probably belongs to the Intermediform is generally an uncommon trait to New
ate and possibly Late-Prehistoric ceramic
England seems quite apparent from this reperiods. Included in the artifact assembla~ search.
are 136 side notched and 44 large triangular
projectile pOints, a well shaped pestle,
CONCLUSION
triangular hoes and small perforated pendants.
Other associated artifacts are fully illusThe most conspicuous traits at Heard
trated. (Fig. 22)
Pond are deep channeled grooveless stemmed
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Fig. 22. Heard Pond Stone Traits, probably Ceramic-Agricultural Occupation. 1, 2, Dentate
clay potsherds; 3. Pendant; 4. Oval scraper (chopper); 5. Bannerstone; 6, Triangular hoe;
7. Crescent-based drill; 8. Cross-based drill; 9. Large triangular point; 10. Small triangular point; 11-13. Corner-removed points; 14-17, Side notched points; 18, Pestle.
gouges, ulus and plummets. Relatively high
frequency of these forms has given rise to
the belief that the site belongs very largely
to an early age when migration is thought to
have stemmed from the north, bringing with
it certain Eskimo traits. It is true that
many Heard Pond artifacts are characteristic
of Ritchie's Vosburg FOcus, Laurentian Aspect
of a northern provenience. having some traits
with presumed Eskimo affinities. Supporting
evidence is to be found in the three sickleshaped forms of which one equates more closely with Ritchie's Brewerton Focus. Laurentian
Aspect. Oberlander Site No.1, "Pre-Iroquoian
Occupa tions of New York State. II p. 244, plate
115. nos. 17, 18, the other two with De
Laguna ' Dorset Eskimo traits already referred
to. However. it would be a mistake to overlook existence at the site of other implement traits that seem to have a different
provenience. It now appears probable that
Heard Pond has stone traits that belong to
three well defined culture traditions, two
with pre-ceramic and one with ceramic manifestations.
The Eskimoid pre-ceramic occupation was
probably intrusive, as it brought with it
new implement traits some of which apparently
replaced whatever had previously existed.
Settlement spread over a large area and pro-

bably lasted for a long time. as is indicated
by its wide and heavy artifact distribution
in the Northeast.
However. it seems to have been finally
replaced by settlement of the Stone Bowl tradition that apparently introduced certain
new traits of its own. and rejected much that
was old. Probable rejected traits are the
grooveless stemmed gouge. plummet. ulu, and
corner removed round based projectile pOint.
which do not appear in this culture replacement. (See Ragged Mountain and Potter Pond
site evidence.) While it is possible that
intermarriage with Eskimoid occupants may
have taken place in part. racial descent is
not probable. This hypothesis is based on
the appearance in the Stone Bowl era of
traits having new shapes with only a few exceptions. Exceptions are the corner removed
projectile point that persists in modified
form, and the eared broad-based projectile
shape that assumes smaller proportions. New
traits probably are grooved gouge. grooved
axe, rude, ~ternrned knife, and taper to straight
base projectile point. In addition, the newcomers brought with them inventive ability
and displayed apparent determination to mai~
tain independence from outside influences.,
The most important contribution to cultural
advance in this period was the invention of
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vious desire of ceramic potters to preserve
stone cutting and the subsequent production
the probable antique steatite bowls of a
of stone eating vessels from steatite.
dying age by means of drilling and strapping.
(Potter Pond site evidence). and the proThere now seems to be sufficient eviderus
bability of racial descent becomes increasto suggest for the Ceramic-Agricultural traingly apparent. Outside diffusive ideas undition a genetic relationship with the predoubtedly had their effect upon the culture
ceding Stone Bowl culture, although outside
to some extent, and are reflected most in
influences may to some extent have caused
trait modification and ceramic design refinediffusion of ideas through social inf.i ltrament during the final stages of cultural
tion. However, it is likely that much culdevelopment. However, the entire period is
ture advance took place as a result of nonmU
domilll. ted by a ceramic-agricultural economy.
evolutionary development within the genetic
group itself. Recent research has produced
For purposes of comparison, correlation
several manifestations that unite to furnish
of Heard Pond's three culture occupations
what seems to be a strong argument for this
with those established by former research for
hypothesis. For instance, triangular cultinearby regions may now be made. Both the
vating hoes of this age apparently are
modified adaptations of the triangular tailEskimoid and Stone Bowl cultures should proing breaker from the Wilbraham and Westfield
bably be considered to have relationship with
steatite quarries of Western Massachusetts,
Ritchie's Early Laurentian 8ld Coastal Aswhere the trait was probably an original
pects and to Witthoft's Pennsylvania Late
invention: William S. Fowl er "The Hoe ComArchaic Period: "An Outline of Pennsylvania
plex," American Antiquity, vol. 12, No.1.
Indian History;" by John Witthoft, Harrisburg.
If this is so. then it seems likely that the
1949. However, they seem to exhibit certain
later agriculturalists were racial descentrait differences as determined by stratidants of the stone bowl people, accepting
graphy by which one may be said to have an
their inventions in preference to diffusive
earlier chronological position than the other.
This sequence has been lacking in most culideas from other regions. such as the digging stick of the Southwest. Furthermore.
tural classification in the past. Finally,
at Potter Pond exists additional evidence in
the Ceramic-Agricultural occupation probably
contains marginal manifestations of Ritch1e~
the form of a thick irregularly shaped
ground gorget in the Stone Bowl horizon,
Late Coastal and Owasco Aspects, and fits
into Witthoft's Early to Late Woodland Perwhile above in that of the Ceramic-Agricultural occurs a thin symmetr~cal gorget finely iods.
ground. This may well represent an improved
development of the former. and may suggest
the presence of a desire to retain and improve inherited traits from a former age.
Similarly. at the same site, eared broadbased pOints of the former period seem to become modified in the latter era to side n~
ed pOints, in which the base is narrowed and
Attleboro, Massachusetts
the ears dropped. Add to this the quite obJanuary 1950

